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MIKE I.EHMKUHLE/ The BG News

BG 24 NEWS — Reporter Sheldon Porter, junior broadcast major, and anchor Kari Howard, senior broadcast major, rehearse during a training session, Monday in the BG 24 News set on the first floor of West Hall.

BG 24 switches stations
JENNIFKK I.ULEY
STAi-h Warren
BG 24 News, Wood County's
only live newscast, kicked ofl its
spring season last night after recently switching from Channel 24 to
Channel 6.
The switch came as a result of
Tune Warner Cable buying out
Wood County's Cable Conrai, said
Bccca Danyi. BG 24 director and
executive board promotions director.
Although the station is switching
channels, officials decided to keep
the original BG 24 name for recognition purposes. Danyi said.
"It mav sound weird, but we can't

do anything about cable companies
changing our stations," she said.
BG 24 will continue to televise
its nightly news Monday through
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. with repeats
of the broadcast at 10:30 p.m. and
the following day at 7:30 a.m.
However, the channel change
won'l be the only alteration for BG
24 this semester. According to
Danyi. the student-run station
picked up 20 new members at the
beginning of the semester.
"This is the most new people
we've ever gotten." she said.
Along with the advantage of a
larger staff, the new influx will also
present an advantage at the end of
this semester.

"We'll be losing 10 people to
graduation in May — and those arc
the core people who you go to when
you don't know how to do something." she said.
Because of the addition of so
many new people. Danyi said the
first two and a halt weeks of classes
for the spring semester were devoted
to training. This included teaching
the newest members of BG 24 how
each newscast unfolds, the job positions needed for a successful show
and lots of practice shows, she said.
Lindsay Lucas, a freshman and
new addition to the station, said
she's spent most of her lime so far at
B( i 24 as a photographer and writer.
"It's been a lot of fun and I'm

learning a lot so far." she s.ud.
adding that she plans to stay on for
future semesters.
The addition of an Associated
Press compuiei will also soon be an
integral part of the changes occurring at BG 24. According to Danyi.
with this new addition. BG 24 members will be able to better network
their internal communications and
scripts for newscasts
News director and anchor Dan
Spchler echoed Danyi's sentiments.
"It's going to be an invaluable
tool, really," he said "This will be a
big plus for us."

Ohio quarter coined to please collectors
BF.THSHOKMAKKR
sun WRITE*
He was the first president of the
United States and has been called
the Father of our Country. He has
already been to Delaware, Pennsylvania. New Jersey. Georgia and
Connecticut. In two years, he's coming to the Buckeye state.
Ohioans can expect to see a
newer, more sophisticated George
Washington gracing a quarter honoring Ohio in April 2002.

With the passage of the 50 States
Commemorative Coin Program Act
(Public Law 105-124) on Dec.l.
1997. President Clinton and Congress assured (he public of something they had been clamoring for.
"This idea surfaced as a result of
coin collectors, and the public in
general, asking for something new
and exciting." Michael White, U.S.
Mint spokesman, said.
The 50 States Quarter Program Is
designed to honor each individual
state.
Five reverse designs will

appear each year for 10 years, and
slates will be honored in the order in
which they ratified the Constitution
and were admitted into the Union.
'The response from the public
has far exceeded our expectations."
White said. "It's really been phenomenal."
According to Steve George,
executive director of the Ohio
Bicentennial Commission, the April
2002 release of the new Ohio quarter couldn't have come at a better
time.

"On March 1. 2003. Ohio turns
200 years old." George said. "The
new quarter and the biccntenni.il
event provide us with a golden
opportunity to let the rest of the
country know what Ohio is all
about."
Keith Carr. manager of Vintage
Coins and Collectibles in Toledo,
said that telephone calls about the
new quarters are pouring in every
dav.
i See OHIO, page 8.

The Office of Disability Services for Students is installing a
new computer lab and has formed
an advisory board to better serve
the needs of the University's disabled community.
The computer lab is possible
because of the Success Challenge
grant given by the Ohio Board of
Regencies.
"We are excited about having
the Success Challenge grant and we
welcome input from the University
on disability related issues, "said
Robert Cunningham, director of the
Office of Disability Services for
Students.
The new computer lab. which is
projected to open next fall, will
have two MACs and two IBMs
Peggy Dennis, disability sen ices
counselor, said the computer lab
will have software that is input and
output capable
Dennis is also hoping that the
grant will be able to provide a V-tek
Voyeur XL. a television screen that
enlarges images and an electronic
reader, which scans a written sentence and repeals it out loud for the
user.
"The computer lab is not meant
to segregate those with special
needs." Cunningham said "It is
meant to belter help them."
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When Bowling Green students
and residents run for the border, they
can expect to meet the law and
order.
Yet many students don't understand why police patrol the Taeo
Bell
on,
Woosler
Street.
According
Rob Frizzell.
one of 50 guards
work there, the
police are there to'
help man the ba
crowd rush that comes
into Taco Bell every Thu
day through Saturday nights
On the night The BG News'
went to Taeo Bell, officers Ry
Emahiscr and Frizzell were on duty.
It had been a relatively peaceful
night at that point, but Frizzell said it
was still early.
'The only place between here
and campus is Taco Bell and that's
where all the kids go." Frizzell said.
"We mainly deal with intoxicated
individuals. We've also had some
fights or somebody will get loud. We
pretty much patrol everything
around their property."
The 50 officers who patrol at
Taco Bell at intervals work for the

Wood County Justice Department,
but are paid by Taco Bell. They
work 40 hour a week jobs and the
Taeo Bell duty is extra. Frizzell said.
"What this is called is a project."
Frizzell said. "We're contracted to
do a couple different places. We do
dances, football games and other
events We can sign up for these projects If they get to our names on the
"isl. we get to work
them."
Taco Bell manager
Kale
Schmidt, who has
worked
at
(he
restaurant for
10 years,
said she has
seen it all and is glad the
fficers are on duty.
From a Lambda Chi
refusing to leave the restaurant to a student receiving a
$500 dollar littering fine after
intentionally throwing their garbage
on the ground against a policeman's
wishes, Schmidt said the police have
helped out some with the rowdy
crowd.
"The customers have become
accustomed to some of the regular
officers that are here." Schmidt said.
It |ust keeps the bad seed clement
from developing. Sometimes people

IRENKSHARON SCOTT
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Despite building a computei lab
and forming a committee to address
the concerns of the disabled community, some disabled students are
still troubled with the University's
services
One of the most frustrated students is Meghan Lawniczak. a
freshman theater major, who has
spinal muscular atrophy, which
confines her to a wheelchair.
Lawniczak said she has continual problems reaching the PIT) box
in her dorm and once even got
stuck in an elevator in West I (all —
ultimately missing a class and a
test.
She also faces barriers as a theater major because University Hall
and South Hall are not handicap
accessible. Additionally, she only
has access to Elsewhere Theater
"I would be turned down during
auditions because the thealci lacks
access." she said. "To add a chair
lift to the stage would break fire
code- because it impedes fire
exits."
Charles Tavenner, a senior
social work major who has multiple
disabilities, including a hearing
impairment, is also frustrated. He
said (hat he wants the University to
fully pay lor his interpreter, as
opposed to only paying half.

BEN FRENCH/ The BG News

TACO BELL TROOPERS — Greeting customers with a smile, officers ensure that order will be kept
in the fast food restaurant.

I See POLICE, page 8.
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An advisory board has also been
formed for this semester. Topics of
discussion include campus accessibility, admission process and making students aware of what the
office offers
The advisor) board also made a
priority list for funding thai outlines what they want lo focus on for
the upcoming months. The list
includes an elevatOI upgrade, auto
matic d(x>r openers in 15 buildings.
accessibility issues in the Moore
Musical Arts Center and a ramp
replacement at Jerome Library.
"We have students and people
from the recreation, residence life.
library, counseling, Cunningham
said. "We are Irving to improve
accessibility in all areas of campus "
I he office has also established a
suppoit group for students with
aticntion deficit hyperactivity disoidei There are al least 100 University students with ADHD.
"It is a mutation biological disorder." he said "It is difficult tor
people with ADHD to focus their
attention on studies and in their
daily lives. People experience ii in
different ways"
He -aid ADHD could result in
consistent lateness, low self-esteem
or forgetfulness.
"It is global and affects Ihe student's whole lite and is a learn disability within itself," he added

Challenged students concerned
about University cutting corners

Border police stakeout restaurant on weekends
NICK HLRM
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Vet Tavenner is pleased with the
University in man) other respects.
Tavenner. who also has cerebral
palsy, i- provided with a TTV.
teletype communicator and a dOOFbcll thai light- up when someone
imgs the bell.
Additionally he ha- been issued
a bed shake-a-wake. This i- an
alarm attached to a vibrator that is
placed under a pillow. The alarm
vibrates when either the phone
rings, a person comes into the room
or when the tire alarm goes off.
Tavenner, however, wishes that
Rodgers would install a ramp.
"Not everything is wrong al the
University," he s.ud "I see the University cutting comers The) cannot cut corners when it comes to
people with disabilities."
Man Harkins, a sophomore construction management major who
ha- dyslexia, believes he is receiving amble assistance.
They are doing a good job." he
said. "I highly recommend BGSU
for learning disability students.
They try lo help students the best
they can."
Becauseol In-dyslexia, Haricins
has been able to have extra lime for
tests and has the option of having
hi- tests icad to him.
"I didn't get tutoring direct!)
from ihe office*" he said "But they
connected me with resource- that
could better help me in that area "
Although all disabled students
may not be happy. Diane Arn/en.
graduate student at the Office of
Disability. Service-, wants students
to remember that the University, idoing ihe best they can.
"People believe it is our choice
ol what happens next
this isn't
the case,1' she -aid "We cannot
make things happen at the snap of a
finger. There are a lot of people
involved in the decision making
process and a lot of money thai has
lo be allocated lodiffcient areas "

■ Falcon women hit a
school record 16 threepointers to beat Akron,
94-72.
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China puts
satellite in
orbit

The World
In Brief
Chancellor abandons efforts
to form government
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — The
leaders of Israel and Sweden joined
today in the chorus of foreign concern about the possibility that Joerg
Haider's far-right party will participate in Austria's next government.
Late Tuesday. Viktor Klima, Austria's
caretaker
chancellor,
announced that his Social Democrats were abandoning efforts to form
a minority government, increasing
chances that Haider's party will be
part of the next government coalition.
That has alarmed some foreigners
and Austrians who don't like
Haider's opposition to immigration
and the European Union's eastward
expansion, as well as his sympathetic statements about the Nazi
regime's employment policies.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Nation
In Brief
Commission to meet on
reparations
TULSA, Okla. (AP) — A state
commission will consider next week
whether reparations are owed for
losses in Tulsa's 1921 race riot,
which historians believe was one of
the nation's deadliest racial clashes.
The Tulsa Race Riot Commission
will meet Feb. 4, and chairman Bob
Blackburn said Wednesday he
expects it will vote on reparations.
The 11-member panel, which has
spent two years investigating the
riot, must make a recommendation
about reparations to state lawmakers
by Feb. 7.
A subcommittee of the commission has proposed a $33 million
reparation package that would
include scholarships, a museum and
tax breaks to encourage business
development — in addition to direct
payments to more than 70 survivors.
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Associated Press Photo
GLASS — Curious spectators gather Wednesday to look at an 8-foot-by-8-foot glass house in the heart of downtown Santiago,
Chile, where a 21-year-old actress is living for two weeks.

Woman in glass house attracts crowds
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SANTIAGO. Chile — Daniela
Tobar woke up Wednesday, walked
to the bathroom, undressed and took
a shower — as scores of people
watched.
The 21-year-old actress is spending two weeks in a house in central
Santiago made of nothing but glass,
part of a project designed to gauge

BG 24 ffewT
Now on Cable Channel 6

&30-Live
Re-broadcast at
1030 & *30am

Wood County's
only LIVE local
Television news
source
j

how the public feels about a person's right to privacy.
"The idea is for her to live a completely normal life." said architect
Atturo Torres, who developed the
idea with a colleague. "We want to
show a way of life which is unusual."
Scores of people gather along the
sidewalk each day. gawking as
Tobar does laundry, cleans, eats.

receives visitors
even goes to the
bathroom. Every corner of the 8foot-by-8-foot .structure can be seen
from the sidewalk.
"As I stepped out of bed. the
crowd started chanting. Undress,
Undress!" she complained.
Torres said the project cost about
$23,000. Half the money was contributed by Fondart. a government
cultural agency.

24 Hour Towing
• Transmission
• Tires
• All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green, OH

Tobar began living in the houseon Monday. Police visited her late
Tuesday, suggesting the project be
slopped. But Torres said he told
them that "we had all the necessary
permits." A City Hall spokesman
confirmed that.
Five pro-government legislators
issued a statement supporting the
project as "an exercise of freedom of
expression."

BEIJING — China put a 5.000pound communications satellite into
orbit Wednesday, using one of its
biggest rockets for the launching,
the official Xinhua News Agency
reported.
The Long March 3A rocket lifted
off from the Xichang launching center in southwestern China at 12:45
a.m. and put the Zhongxing-22
satellite in orbit 30 minutes later.
Xinhua said.
The domestically made satellite
will be used for ground communications and supervised by China
Telecommunications and Broadcasting Satellite Corp.. Xinhua said.
The Taiwanese Defense Ministry
issued a brief statement saying it
was familiar with the satellite and
that it posed no threat to Taiwan.
China and the island of Taiwan li.no
been ruled separately since civil war
in 1949, but Beijing says they eventually must reunite.
The launching was the fourth for
the Long March 3A since its debut
six years ago. Xinhua said. China's
state-run aerospace industry plan<to
use the rocket next year to send up
an Italian-made telecommunications
satellite, the first time the Long
March 3A will be used on an international launch.
For a decade. China has hoped
that its cheaper launch services
would attract foreign capital and
spur development in its aerospace
industry.
But its aspirations were set back
by a string of failures in the mid1990s, including the explosion of a
Long March 3B rocket seconds after
liftoff that killed six people on the
ground.
Toledo needs

THE nw
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i Devils
In 1881, Ambrose Bierce, working as the editor of the
San Francisco-based Wasp, penned his first installment
of The Devil's Dictionary. Over a century later, Bierce's
definitions are the most widely-erupted American wit.

ADAM

Entertainment, n. Any kind of ai lUftuicnl whqK inroads stop short
of death by injection.

BY ADAM GREEN

Illustrious, adj.
detraction.

P\K*CttOO\

Suitably placed for the bhafts of malice, envy and

ACROSS
1 Preserving
substance
5 City on the
Mohawk
IU Close
14 Gannon College
city
ib Nose into
16
deloiegras
17 Creative writing
ID Mot box
20 Verdun's river
21 Uneasy to the
max
23 Language
symbols
27 Teacher ot
Samuel
26 In good working
oroet
31 Muscle spasm
34 Die pip
3/ Exchanges
views
38 Lennons wkJow
39 Old English W
40 One of Frank's
exes
41 Sultry West
42 Alien cralt
43 Gallery display
44 Come back
4b Subway station
47 Final degree
48 Powerfully
omotional
SO First lady'
52 Maxim
r»o Magic home?
60 Bow ol silents
61 Farmland
62 Direct contrasts
66 Country road
67 Snow unit
68 Cats and dogs
eg
69 Raw minerals
70 Used a
keyboard
11 Bowl over
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1 Alabama town
2 Shakespearean
spnte
3 Fired a pipe
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CROSS,
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG

PLACES?
GET SOME HELP

22 Ganders
24 Cleaver ol TV
25 Listed mistakes
26 Merchandise
label
29 False charge
30 Attached shed
32 Data, casually
33 Farm building
34 Graceful bird
35 Jaunty
36 In ieopardy
40 Actress Eve
45 Thurman ot

is

'

?000,'>ountMKJr« |«n CM Inc
Allr-ghBrc-X-vcd

4 Palmer's first
stroke
5 Bom in the '
6 Amatol
7 Promissory note
8 Essential pan
9 Imiiateo
10 Rum
11 Settle decisively
12 Western tribe
members
13 Camper's shelter
18 Harvest
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FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
www.bgnews.com
"Pulp Fiction
46
49
51
53
54
55

Lugs laboriously
Yearning
Landscape dips
An holder
Actress Gamo
Weighty

56
57
58
59
63
64
65

Norway s capital
Pride signal
Silly
Simply
Keg fealure
Eisenhowei
Mack or Williams

Lecturer, n. One with his hand in your pocket, his tongue in your ear
and his faith in your patience.
Renown, n. A degree ot distinction between notorieMtand fame — a
little more suppoi table than the one and a little monjpffitoterable than
the other. Sometimes it is conferred by an unfriendly and inconsiderate hand.
•i

—

Vanity, n

Ohio weather
Thursday, Jan. 27
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

The tribute of a fool to the worth of the-nearest ass

"Hi. As the diplomat
from the administration
to the student body, let
me address a concern
that my finely-tuned
ears have picked up
lately."
"A 'Snow Day' ain't
going to happen.
Deal with it."
"Thanks. Enjoy the rea
world."
Portsmouth .26711° | T~~
ffl 2000 AccuWeather, Inc.

BY RICH MOYER
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CD

News I

CD
S)
©

News X

w
©
SD

News it

CBS Evening
News it
ABC World
News Tonight
N6C Nightly
News if
Business Rpl

NetCate E
Commerce
Newshour With Jim Lthrtr B
Komt
■ TprGvei'ii-'M
Simpsons K
-v-.'i :<

Wheel ol
Jeopardy! ]
Fortune I
EfrtafWrmtni Hollywood
Tonight.(!
Squares ft
Drew cam
Frasier High
Drew fi Court Crane D: Dai
Newshour With Jim Lehrer <i
Arthur :. V. >
Library Ca'd
Semteld The

Mad About
You (In Stereo)
Simpsons [hi Friends iin
Stereo) B
Stereo) X

Bookot
Virtues
Friends iln
Sie'ec It
Friends Hn
Stereo) K

Diagnosis Murder Murder 01
Midi err-" (R) fin Slereo) I
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire
(In Slereo) I
Friends (RH In fraster

State ot the Union Address President C
1 Sta'e ol the Unioi
address to Congress (In Slereo Live) X
Stated the Union Address President C n^-i $;a'e (.':■- b'i.'
address to Congress (In Slereo live) R
State ol the Union Address Prestdent Canton s State ol the Umon
topanni rris address to Congress (Live) X
Ballyklssangel Fallen Angel
Mystery! fouCWnaJyT [HI
Scotland on Parade ' ut at
EdmCurgh Castle-(In Steieoj
Stereo) (Part 1 ot 2] X
Movie. «tt "ALetter Wimout
This Old
New Yankee
Myiteryl 'Touching Evil' (In
Words" 11996. Documentary) X
Mouse E
Workshop K"
Stereo)(Pan'ol21X
Newsradio
Ftoad to Fame (R) tin Stereo) 31 State ol the Union Address Pre- jml C n(0f 1
Swreoj B
Slate ot irw Union address to Congress X
Spons-Detroit
WWF Smackdown! (In Stereo) ]
iNews

News It

Late Show ,P
l SM M] 1
Night.,ne I

News It

Ton:ghl Show

News It

In Swrao 1

New Red
New Red
Green
Green
AsT>meGoes Charlie Rose
By
'In Ste-eo) X
Star Trek Deep Space Nine
Soldiers ot the Empire' X
Frasier B
Frasier High
Crane Dltttf

■ CABLE STATIONS
• • . ' K<ss Them lor Me (1957. Comedy) Gary Grant. Sufy
Movie t'j uJC/.'J is Conner Zero
166) Nick Adams , Kimi Movie.t.t ■ Hj* Gieen Was My Valley' [1941 Drama; Wane- Movie:
9
arker Navai oH»ceis lind romance during a San Franosco leave
Muuno Planet X sets Ghidran. Godzilla and flodan loose on Earth Pidgeon A tamiiy ol Vrfclsh minets struggles lo eke out a i«vmg.
Win Ben
Saturday Nig"! Live V
Daily Show R Win Ben
ITurn Ben Stem Daily Show
Movie: *tj TopSece"'(1984.Comedy) VaiKilmei AiocHstai Win Ben
COM GESon Living Cobji ',',
[Stein's Money
Stein's Money becomes caught up *> espionage *\ East Germany
SWn's Money |On(R.X
On the Inside P"s<vi Tech' (fit
Wild Discovery Alas-an Wi'd
Youf N#w House *R,
On the Inside "Prison Tech' (R) Mysteries ol the Twilight Zone nto the Unknown rWuma
DtSC
Legends''Bear. g«ni squid ;R)
•Ocean's Last Frontier(R)
Spoflscenier Super Bowl
Sportsctnttr Super Bo*i
NFL Dream Season Match Up NFL Oraam Season Match up College Basketball Cincinnati at Louisville tlrve)
ESPN Spec>ai Ediion I
Specai Ed''**! X
Ol !'.,• M anniittn ;R
oltheMilennmrn (R)
Real Sex 11 (R) (In Stereo) I
164!:. Movie:***'; Dead Poets Sooe/y "(19691 Room mom. Inside the NFL (h Slereo) X
Movie ••'; ft*Siege (i996. S-sc*nsa' DeW *Vash:ngtOP
HBO An unorthodox teacher inspires his prep-school students PG S
The FBI attempts to hunt oowr 'errons's r> New Yor« R X
Massacre at Malmtdy R
20th Century '.'anJZ'v M,i« Strange Disappearance ot the Mummies: Tales From the
Secrets ol World War II The
Plumbing The Arteries ol
T
HI5
."■ ■. N n :' ft ■:■'■ A- ■. R
murders committed mot 1966
Anaswi I'R) It
Egyptian Crypts iPart 4 ol 4) X Civilisation R) B
Footb.ill NMH Last Word
College Basket all Southern Ca'iiotma at
Cavs
NBA Basheibai Orlando Magic at Cleveland Cavaliers Gund Arena (L-ve)
FOX Sports
FS0
Countdown
Ongon
i
it]
News
Movie: e'» BartWw it996|
Sliders Murder Most Foul (R) Movie: » "userhaw* ii997 Science Fiction) JasonJar-.es
Movie t , fla'CW/e (1996. Ac renlure) Pamela Anderson Lee
SClFl (InStceo 31
Pamela Anderson Lee
A beautifu bouniy filler must en >cse sides n a c*vW war
Richier Midwestern teenagers must repel an alien invasion X
r-o-re Aqam
Home Aqam
Dklthoms Fury (R>
Mega Tech "M*tary Master
Oklahoma Fury [R]
Forgotten Secrets (R)
leaven's Mirror (h)
TLC
[R
Butters' Ri
in the Heat ot the Night' Smgm" ER Some'hmgNew (In Stereo' Movie: «t 'Dumb A Djtuber {V H. Comedy) J>m Carrey Jeff Dan#r$. Lauren
Movie • • Dwrib S Dumber 11994) Two wiless
TNT me Blues" (in Stereo)!
Hotly Two witless wonoets take a casiviadenD'etcase 10 Aspen X
1
Mondannka i eutt tidmbrwoiM M a iptn
rVaiker Texas Ranger
Baywatch Coronado del Sojl
JAG Cowboys & Cossacks (In Walker. Teiaa Ranger Sman
Movie: •• Sweepers'(1999 Adon) Dolph Lundgren An exUSA (InStP-eo'iPari 1 ot2)I
Stereo) 31
Bessings In Sterec IT
soldier tat1 es ar-s sn aggc-'s alter h-ssons death [In Stereo) X "Forgontn People' flr. Stereoi X
(5 OC; Movie:' Fr<enas 'To the
List Be SI 90s Before They
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100
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Artists
ot
Rock
A
100
Greatest
Women
ol
Rock
4
■
100
Greatest
Songs
ol
Rock
n
VH1
tmf (1997) Scanner* Doheity
Seng R
Were Stars
Guitarist" (R)
Music (R)
Roll Artists No 20 through No 1 RolliP :in Stereo)
Roll iH* (In Stereo;
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Campus police's new policy is guilty until proven innocent
"Don't mistake movement for
achievement."
-Anonymous
Once upon a time there was an
average college student at Bowling
Green State University. Now this
>tudent wasn't the most active member of the student body but he
worked hard and was enjoying col■ lege life. This student also didn't
• cause trouble, although he adorns
the blue colored hair and baggy
pants often associated with "trouble
1 makers." This student was also
1
Jucky to have been able to bring a
" vehicle to school with him at this
time (although it was more of a pain
to have around than a convenience,
at most times).
On a Sunday afternoon this student used his car to take he and some
-friends to the mall. After returning
and putting away their purchases
these students forgot that the vehicle
was left in a Faculty staff parking
lot.
The students got caught up in the
enjoyment of dorm life and the vehicle remained in the parking lot.
Four days later the student was
.preparing to go home for the weekend. At this time he remembered that
the vehicle had been parked in the
Faculty/Staff parking lot all week.
He rushed out to the car to see if he
had received any of the infamous
parking and traffic tickets and was
completely shocked to find that
there were no tickets on his car.
Thinking nothing of the situation
the student proceeded to pack his car
and go to his hometown for the
. in.

*—

weekend. Within two weeks after his
return from his trip home the student
receives a call from the campus
police department requesting his
presence at their office. The student
went over to the campus police station and learned that there were two
tickets issued to his car during the
week that it was mistakenly left in
the Faculty/Staff parking lot.
Someone at the University stole
these tickets from the students car
and wrote. "Fu*k Parking and traffic" on one ticket and placed a letter
inside the other ticket envelope.
The letter threatened the parking
and traffic staff and asked them if
they, "get off by ripping off the students at BG." Many other rude,
threatening and demeaning comments followed in the course of the
letter.
Shocked by the findings of the
tickets the student proceeded to
COMPLETELY COOPERATE with
the staff of the on Campus police
department. They interrogated the
student and tried to trick the student
into confessing that he was the one

lal ll**"*

I
I think I've found evidence that
the student officers of UAO are
using heavy narcotics. Apparently
some members of the cast of 'The
Real World" are coming to BGSU to
speak to us. Only people who arc
very heavily medicated could conceive of this kind of idea.
I don't want to sound rude or presumptuous, but paying these people
to come and speak to a college audience sounds like the sort of idea to
spring from the mind of someone
who attended "special education"
classes in high school.
Veterans of 'The Real World"
trying to address BGSU students.
What could these "people" teach us.
I seriously doubt any of us will ever
be in a situation where we are living
in a large dwelling with a bunch of
strangers and our lives are being
broadcast for the world to see.
The concept is too preposterous,
the odds of it happening are too
infinitesimal too contemplate. Other
than preparing us for the improbable, what do these folks have to offer
us?
They can tell us how cool it was
to be in Seattle or Hawaii, or how
lucky they felt to be on MTV. However, this would seem to be the
extent of their life experience.
According to the story in Monday's
BG News, they are going to talk
about diversity and conflict management,
I've seen an episode or two of
"The Real World" — their manner
of "conflict resolution" usually
involves yelling, drinking, sex. or all
three. I've been at BGSU for over
three years; the student body already
knows how to do these things.
So. my big question to UAO is
what can these pop culture refugees
teach us'.'
I found it to be heavily ironic to
read about these kids' upcoming
visit in The BG News, and then look
in the paper's insert. The KEY. and
read about past visitors to our fair
university. We had John F. Kennedy
just before he ran for President.
Tom Brokaw and Aerosmith. sounds
like a great show. President Ronald
'Reagan was here.
. Hell, even Leonard Nimoy
sounds galactically more appealing
than a bunch of kids who were on
MTV for a few weeks. Nimoy has
been packing in crowds since the
mid-60's. The point is. we can do

better. We can get people of substance and relevance to speak/perform for our school.
We do nol need (o resor( (o a
group of self-obsessed narcissists,
(who are desperately trying to
extend their 15 minutes of fame by
30 seconds), to be entertained and
stimulated.
I remember three years ago we
had Jerry Brown come and speak 10
us on Earth day. Jerry Brown, who
used to be the Governor of California, was (he biggesl threat to Clinton
in the Democrat party back in 1992.
He talked about environmental
issues. This guy had something to
say other than. "I met the Backstreet
Boys, they were really cool."
Yes, I realize that many students
are interested in meeting these people and finding out about... something. I'm sure that these kids might
actually have something to say
about something.
Thai's all fine and good, but is
this really the best our school can do
for booking lecturers in this day and
age. Can't we get Janet Reno in here
to talk about being the Attorney
General and the scariest looking
member of the Clinton cabinet?
Could we not get a performance
by Brittany Spears. I'm sure a couple of the freshman boys could
legally date her. Are we so hungry
for insight into fame that we are
willing to sit and listen to a group of
people whose only notable accomplishment is having been on a television show?
I hope not.

I hope that BGSU students will
throw up their arms and yell, "Bullshit." at the idea of listening to these
virtual non-entities. I believe that
out generation is getting way too
obsessed with the importance of
fame.
I remember reading about the
kids who shot up Columbine. One
of their motives, other than the fact
they had unresolved personal issues,
was that they wanted to be famous.
I'm not blaming the cast of "the Real
World." (which is misnomer,
because their world was set up by
executives at MTV), for the school
shooting. I'm just saying that there
is more to life than being famous.
Just because somebody has been
on television doesn't mean that they
have anything relevant to say.

that had written the letter and sent in how some of the ways that people
the tickets.
express their opinion do not encourInnocent as can be. the student age change but make the problem
refused to break, and continually simply stand still. Anyone on this
told the officers that he did not write campus that has an issue they disor send in the tickets.
agree with should not simply comDuring the course of the discus- plain about it. or write an ignorant
sion the officer made an off-handed anonymous letter.
remark to the student. The comment
Instead I hope that this would
went somewhere along the lines of : make people get up and do somea person caught possessing drugs on thing constructive with their displeathe University grounds would not sure with authority and life. Do what
get thrown out of school, but if you needs to be done to change things
are caught writing a threatening let- you disagree with; don't just comter to an official department, you plain about them to your friends or
CAN get thrown out. (Yeah, that people that can not help to resolve
the problem.
was my reaction too.)
If it's a campus issue talk to your
At this point, the officer (old (he
student that if it were found that the Undergraduate Student Governor, or
student had indeed writlen and sent even yet discuss it with the USG
in (hose tickets he would be kicked piesident. Write a letter to the Uniout of school. In the next two weeks versity President, get other students
the officers were going to review educated about your problem (issue)
tapes of the parking lot where the car and have them help you fight the
had been ticketed to see who had problem, or write to the paper to
taken them, and the studem's per- help educate people about the probsonal computer records were going lem (issue).
to be checked to make sure that he
Motivate other people to care
did not write the letter there.
about the issue and then change it. If
After five months the student has you don't feel passionate enough
still not heard from (he Campus about something to do anything to
change it, don't complain about it
police.
I regret to inform you ihat this is and please don't make the problem
a true story. This actually happened worse by being ignorant and causing
to a student on our campus. By no problems not only for yourself but
means did I hope this would give also for others.
Without action there is no reacpeople a new outlet for their disgust
with the Parking and Traffic staff. I tion. Without reaction there is no
hope that the telling of this story will change.
make some people realize that their
ignorant actions do effect other peoLaura Salasek It a BG News
Contact her at
ple in very scary and realistic ways. columnist.
This storv also helps to illustrate salasek @ Hotmail, com
The BG News would like to
welcome Rachel, Puck, Janet and
Colin, "The Real World," to
,>sitions
Bowling Green Stale University.
Peter Jamison
petejam@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Thursday night lour cast members of the MTV show "The Real
World" will be on campus and
everyone is SO excited. This is
UAO's idea of quality entertainment.
Please. "Get Real!"
It's not like these people were real
celebrities anyway, let's think about
this, they're famous for doing what
exactly?
They lived with a bunch of
strangers. I mean if Dr. Ruth or Dr.
Drew came to campus to talk about
"conflict-management," I'd go
because they're experts but the cast
of the "Real World" has as much
expertise in the area as Freshmen
who live in Founders. Lets save
UAO some cash and invite some
freshman who live in Founders to
speak.
After all Puck. Rachel, Janet and
Colin are supposed to be talking
about "conflict management" and
their experiences on the show, and
most on-campus residents have had
to live with someone they've never
met before. I'm sure there are at
least four people who have had
some success at it. But of course,
these people are experts at conflict
management because they were on
TV.
Being on TV makes you smarter
than people who aren't on TV. If
you're just going to see a minor
celebrity, well then you should have
gone to see the Honky Tonk Man
wrestle at the Wood County Fair
Grounds a few weekends ago.
Now I'll give you this, the proceeds from this event goes to Dance
Marathon. But someone really needs
to explain to me how you can have
one fundraiser for a second fundraiser and still call the second fundraiser a fundraiser.
Now in order to salvage this
event UAO needs to have the former
cast members talk about something
they are truly experts in.
The title of the lecture would be
"How to Milk Your 15 Minutes of
Fame on eMpTyV so You Can Travel Across the Country and Talk to
People Instead of Getting a Real Job
For Six Years."
Curt Harris
curtish@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually In response to a current
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to
tran J bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during
the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors In stories or photoAlso, you can check out back issues of the Opinion graph descriptions.
page on the web at www.bgnews.com.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.

PEOPLE
on the street
Question: What should be depicted on the Ohio quarter?
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Kena Allison
Freshman
Pre-Med
"The shape of the
state."

1
Kelly Karpktski
Junior
Elementary
Education
"Ohio, the heart of
a blizzard."

Steve Flee
Freshman
Music
Education
"A buckoye would
be traditional."

Erin Deegan
Junior
Telecommunications
"Frozen cornfields."

Ben Levenhagen
Sophomore
Elementary
Education
"Sidney Ribeau*

Neopagans get shafted by ftindamentalist Christians
As a few of you have probably
heard, an English teacher in Scotland County. South Carolina has
been suspended indefinitely for her
religious beliefs. This teacher, who
is WiCCUl, is currently under investigation, not for trying to "recruit" her
students or even discussing the religion with them, but for a website
devoted to her religion she maintained on her own time.
Wicca is not a well-known religion. It is a nature-based neopagan
religion dating to Pre-Christian and
prehistoric earth religions. Most
importantly though, you should
understand that it is a nationally recognized religion.
Therefore, this teacher being suspended for being Wiccan is comparable to another teacher being put
under suspension for being Catholic
or Jewish.
Now why is there so much fuss
over this gentle religion and one
teacher in South Carolina? Many
people refuse to accept that there are
belief systems in the world that differ from their own. All too many
people will jump to conclusions
about things they don't understand,
or simply don't want to understand.
This is most prevalent when they
are faced with views and especially
religions that differ from their own.
For example, many members of the
area clergy placed a notice in the
town's local newspaper addressed to
the "concerned Bible-believing
Christian parents" in regard to a
meeting scheduled for prayer and
discussion of the teacher's conduct.
These parents and pastors have
somehow come to believe that
teacher's uncommon religion have
an effect on her ability to teach English to her students.
Wicca and witchcraft are often
used interchangeably, though that is
not entirely correct. Now I'm sure
if I had mentioned witchcraft in my
above description of Wicca. a completely different picture of the reli-

many public school systems try their
best to sneak religion into the school
any way possible.
This spiritual underhandedness
ranges from the seemingly harmless
wish to post the to Ten Commandments in schools to the current situation in Kansas. It is there that the
teaching of evolution and creationism in public schools is once again
being hotly debated.
This comes 75 years after the
Scopes Trial (the debate over
whether schools should be allowed
gion would have immediately come to teach evolution at all) ended. I
to your mind. Perhaps that of the found this to be true even in my own
Wicked Witch of the East. (West?) school experience. I was always
the movie "The Craft." or any other fascinated by how a public high
Hollywood portrayal of witches.
school could get away with hanging
Wicca. or any other pagan reli- a giant painting of Jesus with his
gion, (pagan being a term for most flock of sheep in the lobby.
earth based religions) does not
Imagine a scenario where the Ten
involve Satanic worship, nor do they Commandments are posted in all
call for animal sacrifice or just about public schools.
any other stereotypical characteristic
This seems like such a harmless
you can think of.
attempt by schools to deter violence
Satan and hell are purely Christ- by giving the students a reminder of
ian entities; so essentially one can- the moral values that the Ten Comnot worship what one does not mandments may instill.
believe in. These religions are simHowever, many schools will
ply about the respect of and the probably take things just a bit farseeking of a greater understanding ther. They may feel themselves jusof one's surroundings.
tified in posting other religious symWhile the pagan population has bols. It would then be quite likely '
been growing steadily for some that minority religions would be forlime, it is generally not visible. gotten; overshadowed by the focus
Most pagans respect the right of being only on the most popular relieveryone to worship in their own gions.
way. They've never started any wars
I am in no way criticizing the
or knocked on anyone's door.
Believe it or not there is even a Christian religion alone. What I am
group called the Pagan Student saying however is that everyone's
Union on campus, they just don't beliefs are equally valid and deserve
advertise themselves with posters or the same amount of respect, not just
the religion of the majority.
table tents like other student reliThe inclusion of religion in the
gious organizations.
operation of public schools in any
Even though this country was
way denies this respect. If injusfounded on the idea that people
tices such as the occurrence in South
should be able to speak and believe
Carolina are allowed to continue,
what they want, it seems that this what will be next?
freedom often only exists for the
Christian population. The incident in
Kelly Simmons is a BG News
South Carolina is hardly isolated. columnist.
Contact her at
Regardless of what any law says. kellysi @bgnel.bgsu. edit
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Flashing Board rejects completion of high school at toxic site
Our Briefs
BG News Briefs

ASSOCIATED PRfcSS

Actors wanted for playhouse

LOS ANGELES — After years
of debates, hearings and rallies and
construction costs of $170 million, a
project to build the nation's most
expensive high school has been
scrapped.
The Los Angeles Unified school
board decided Tuesday in a 5-2 vote
not to complete the Belmont Learning Complex at its current site, an
old oil field that releases potentially
dangerous gases.
The board plans to study alternate
sites and look into whether the Belmont complex — already half-completed — can be used for anything
else and sold to recoup costs. A
report was ordered within 60 days.
Board members voted after hearing hours of impassioned pleas from
community members both for and
against completing the high school.
"We are tired of hearing unmeaningful words and false promises,"
said Stacy Torres, a senior at the current, overcrowded Belmont High
School who urged board members to
complete the new campus for the
next student body.
"I don't know why they can't just
give us a new school." said 14-yearold Maria Castro.

The University (healer department will hold open auditions for
the 2000 Huron Playhouse Company 12:30- 4 p.m. Feb. 19 at th'. Joe
E. Brown Theatre in University
Hall.

SRC prepares to hire
The Student Recreation Center
will have applications available next
week for students who are interested
working at the SRC next fall.

Tubist toots horn Sunday
A free recital by tubist Daniel
Burdick will be presented at 3 p.m.
on Sunday in Bryan Recital Hall of
the University Moore Musical Arts
Center as part of BGSU's Faculty
Artist Series.

University hosts economics
colloquium series
Alan Haight. associate professor
of economics will discuss "Burnout
and Chronic Fatigue in the Professions: The Iron Law of Salaries" on
Tues., Feb. 1 from 4:30-6 p.m. in
room 1001 of the Business Administration Building.

ALPHA XI DELTA
1999 Fall Deans List

Angela Brown
Jill Fink
Kristin French
Andrea Glending*
Heather Grant
Kristin Hanson
Melissa Kimbler
Sarah Kupec
Cristy Nemeth
Carrie Parsons

Jennifer Schuetz*
Nicole Smith
Jenni Talpos
Alissa Wechter
Sarah Wcnner
Kristin Ferrette*
Kathryn Palmer
Jacqueline Smith*
Eve Survoy*
Stephanie Winslow

• imolti 4.0

The debate over Belmont is one
of the biggest issues in the beleaguered district, which recently lost
its superintendent, in part, because
of the debacle.
Ground was broken on Belmont
in 1997, with an original budget of
$200 million. It was supposed to
open in September as the crown
jewel of the nation's second-largest
school district, giving a home to
some 5.300 students in a desperately
overcrowded part of downtown.
Construction was dramatically
scaled back last year after high levels of exploiive methane gas and
lesser amounts of hydrogen sulfide.
a highly toxic gas. were detected.
Officials feared the gases could form
explosive pockets under the foundation.
In October, an expert panel set up
to decide what to do with the school
voted 4-3 to recommend that it be
completed, with provisions made to
deal with possible environmental
problems at a later date.
Commissioners who voted Tuesday for completing the project said
starting over at a new site would cost
far more, push back the opening of a
new school by many years and force
thousands of students to be bused
from the area to other campuses.

AMoelated Prcu Photo
TOXIC — The troubled Belmount Learning Complex is seen from a downtown Los Angeles highrise in this file photo taken Oct. 21.
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TRAVEi GUIDE

WE OFFER: • Airline Tickets • Tours
• Cruises • Hotels • Car Rentals
• Group Arrangements
• AMTRAK Authorized Agent
•International Travel Specialist
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SERVICES
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• Airline Tickets
• Car Rentals
• Hotel Reservations
• Rail Tickets

Travel
Agency

• Cruises
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352-5276
1-800-328-4123

• Tour Packages
• Travelers Cheques

AAA Membership not required
for these services
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THE
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• Passport Photos
' • Travel Insurance
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"This is your chance..
"be picked to meet and talk

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
UAO AT 372-2486
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OHIO
Continued from page one.

"Interest is very high," he said.
"People are excited about the new
quarters and curious about the quarter that will represent Ohio."
Before the program, the average
coin collector was a 55-year-old
white male. Now. men and women
of all ages, teenagers and kids, are
getting into the hobby.
"Coin collecting has become a
cool thing to do." White said
Vintage Coins and Collectibles is
selling the new quarters thai are
already available, as well as books,
maps and displays to accompany
diem.
White estimated that 106 million
Americans are currently collecting
the state quarters.
The volume of production at (he
U.S. Mint has more than doubled as

a result. Normally, 1.5 billion quarters are minted each year. Since the
introduction of the new state quarters program, production has grown
to 3.5 billion quarters.
"We have to keep making more
and more." White said. "The commerce and collecting demands both
have to be covered."
In addition to the public being
able to collect these unique coins,
they also have an opportunity to
help determine what their own
state's quarter will look like.
With all the excitement surrounding the program, it's hard to believe
that the formal start of Ohio's quarter campaign doesn't occur for nearly 10 months.
Already, George's office is
receiving design submissions. Ohio
residents from school children to
professional designers are sending
in their ideas for the design of the

POLICE
Continued from page one.
get an attitude while they are drinking, and they want to take on the
world. They think twice about it if
there is an officer here."
Schmidt said thai about her second or third year working at Taco
Bell, they hired houncer-type men to
make sure everything ran smoothly
Soon after the Taco Bell police came
on board.
Rence Geckle. Taco Bell employee, also has her fair share of mischievous customei stones Qeckle
told of one instance w here a student
dropped his pants and urinated on a
police cruise] deckle enjoys the
company of the police.
"When the college students are
away on break we don't have them
here because it's not predicted to be
that busy." Geckle said. "Everybody
here still wants the police More
stuff happens when they are not here
than when the> are because ol the
fact that the uniforms aren't out
there."
Emahiser agreed that the pus
ence ^i the uniform at Taco Bell has
prevented a lot of would-be crimes.
"Its intimidating." Fmahiser

said. "It makes you think twice
about doing something. No one really wants to get in trouble."
The officers are on duly Thursday night from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m.
while on Friday and Saturday they
work from 11 p.m. to 3:30 a.m.
Chris Ross, a sophomore history
major, has encountered officers at
Taco Bell many times after a night
out at the bars.
"It makes a lot of people uncomfortable just walking in there." Ross
said "They 'II give you a look down.
If you're half-drunk you don't want
to walk in and make a fool out of
yourself. They sober you up real
quick when you are coming back
from the bars."
Fmahiser and Frizzell had a few
words of ad\ ice on how to act when
heading into Taco Bell after a night
out on the town. Their main advice
is tojusl show some respect
"Just be polite." Frizzell said.
"Be polite to the employees at Taco
Bell and don't be destructive. It's
not your property, it's somebody
else's. Nobody says you can't have a
;jood tune, hut there are limitations
to that."

Daffodil
Davs
fortn.
*
.American Cancer Society
Mtreh 20

US

AMERICAN

Refresh your spirits with a visit to the art museum on Friday
niqhts from 6 10 P.M. Live music, qreat food, fun people, and
incredible art-its what you've been waiting for all weekl
January 28"
* Club Friday rhylhm and blues with 5 Spot

(6 30-9 30)

The Toledo Museum of Art
Open every Friday, 6 P M -10 P.M.

* FREE classic American Music concert (700)
Studebaker Slim Quartet
* FREE French film feature (7 00)
Center for the Visual Arts

419255-8000

Daffodil
Dav.s
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"
American Cuncer
Society

March 20

Management inc.
FALL OPENINGS

Management Inc.
Hilisdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.
1-2 bedroom. 9 I 2 - I 2 mo.
Leases Start at S380,
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen vpts. 215 E. Poe,
Studios I bdnn, laundry on site
Starts at S250
(all 353-5X1)1)

/CflfcCA
Management Inc.
Blue House 121) N. Prospect 2
bdrm. close lo downtown &
campus, starts at 1650
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
I bdrm BRAND Nl Vi
Starts at S400
Call 353-581111

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St.,
I bdrm. Remodeled.
Starts at S400

,rtfEfcCA
Management Inc

SMI In

I 1049 V Slain SI
i.lmn oi Call iSJ-MM
on i »r| n,i.,.

new quarter.
"We're getting crayon and construction paper ideas and we're getting professionally drawn ideas."
George said. "Everyone wants to be
a part of this."
In October 2000, the U.S. Mint
will contact Governor Bob Taft's
office to initiate the state design
process. This will begin an 18month period of planning and sorting that will culminate with the
selection of the design to be used
and the production of Ohio's quarter.
George said that all the submissions that are received will be incorporated into the selection process.
"Sorting through all of these
designs is going to be a huge task."
George said. "But. that's all right.
We want to make every effort to
motivate and encourage people to be
involved."
The process for identifying final

candidates will be one of the govei
nor's choosing. Those designs will
be sent to Washington. DC. to go
through a rigorous approval process
by the U.S. Mint, the Citizens Commemorative Coin Advisory Committee, the U.S. Fine Arts Commission and the Secretary of the Treasury. The approved designs are
returned to the state and the governor will select the final design.
This program represents the first
change to the quarter since production of the Bicentennial quarter in
1975-1976. So. why the change
now?
"We basically had three reasons
loi starting this program," White
said. "First, coins throughout hiStOT}
have been a symbol of ideas and values of cultures. We wanted to reinvigorate that."
The second reason has an educational purpose. "We wanted to

expand educational roles." he said.
"Instead of learning only about the
man on the front of the quarter, children have an opportunity to learn
something about each state on the
back."
Profit was the final motive. Quarters only cost the U.S. Mint five
cents each to make, leaving a 20
cent profit per quarter. There will be
no net cost to the U.S. taxpayer.
"The overall return will be
between $6 and $8 million." White
said. 'That's ,i pretty big incentive."
Profits will ultimately go to the
general fund of the U.S. Treasury to
finance its operations and programs
Whatever the reasons, it seems
that Ohio's residents just can't get
enough of the quarters.
"We are flooded with calls every
day." George said. "We receive
design submissions every day."
This reaction is typical across the

Senator backing down on drunken driving provision
ASSOCIATED PRKSS
COLUMBUS. Ohio — A state
senator is dropping a proposal that
would have required some suspected
drunken drivers to prove they
weren't drunk when they were
stopped by police.
Sen. Scott Oeslager. R-Canton.
reintroduced his traffic laws bill on
Wednesday to remove the proposal,
which affected motorists who
refused to take a blood-alcohol test
after being slopped on suspicion of
drunken driving.
Current law requires the slate to
prove the motorist was driving
drunk.
The Ohio Association of Prosecutipg Attorneys and the Ohio Stale
Bar Association objected to the
change, saying it raised questions
about the violation of drivers constitutional rights.
"We regard it as almost certainly
unconstitutional, and we don't want
to spend five years litigating something we're pretty sure we're going
lo lose," said John Murphy of ihc
prosecuting attorneys association.
Oeslager introduced the bill lasl

year after the Ohio Criminal Sentencing Commission spent several
yean working on its traffic law
report. For the most part, the 900page bill recommends minor
changes dealing with such infractions as driving with a suspended
license and speeding.
Oeslager said Wednesday he
knew the blood-alcohol test change
would be controversial and assumed
constitutionality questions would be
raised. But he wanted the issueheard after all the work the commission put in. he said.
The Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles said more than 60,000 motorists
were asked to take the test m 1998,
and 31 percent refused.
Motorists who refuse the test lose
their license automatically for oneyear, a penalty not affected by the

proposed bill.
Another change regarding bloodalcohol tests remains in the bill: It
would levy a $405 fee on convicted
drunken drivers trying to get their
license back regardless of whether
they took the blood-alcohol test 01
refused,
Current law levies ,i higher lee on

those who take the lest than those
who refuse.
Celeste Tcresh. stale chairwoman
o{ Mothers Against Drunk Driving,
was angered by Oeslager's mine lo
remove the presumption of guill
clause.
The fact thai drivers can refuse
the blood-alcohol test without being
presumed the) were driving drunk is
"lust another one of the loopholes
Ihey fall through." she said
"If Ihe government continues to
allow these loopholes to exist, drunk
drivers will continue lo win and
lives will continue to be lost," she
said
The bill keeps anothet controvei
sial change in place, one that would
lessen the drunken driving punish
ment ol a person convicted aftei
being found behind the wheel ol .1
pa iked cat
The idea was to reward drivers
who realized the) were drunk before
driving off.
"Our thinking was. it you did the
right thing, you shouldn't he as
guilly as if you did the wrong thing."
said David Diroll, the sentencing
commission's executive director.

Bowling Green's
most comprehensive
sports coverage.

country, according to information
provided by the U.S. Mint.
Even the Mint employees aren't
immune to the coin craze.
"This morning, I stopped at Starbuck's and I had to put a quarter in
the parking meter." White said. "I
hxiked down and realized it was a
new Connecticut quarter. I didn't
want to use it. but I had to."
Don't expect the frenzy to end
any time soon, at leasi not in Ohio.
"We still have two years to go
before the quarter is released."
George said.
Combined with Ohio's 200lh
birthda) celebration, residents are
experiencing a great time in Ohio's
history.
"This is a great chance for Ohio's
residents to be a part of something
that makes them proud of the stale's
IIOr uge," George said.

Teacher throws
erasers, yells at
students
KENT. Ohio — When his students couldn't grasp a math concept. Kent Slate University officials say one their instructors lost
his temper and started throwing
erasers around the classroom.
Ludvik Janos. 77, has been
removed from his basic probability and statistics class and university officials haven't decided when
he will be allowed to return, Kent
State spokeswoman Margaret
(iai inon said Wednesday.
The course is the only one
Janos is teaching at Kent State this
semester. Janos has no home
phone listing and could not be
reached for comment.
University officials said Janos,
a Czechoslovakian-boni teacher
who has lived in the United States
loi seven years, became frustrated
Monday when the 35 students in
his class did not understand a
mathematical concept.
According to the campus
police complaint filed by Kent
Stale student Nicole Vondrak,
Janos screamed "dumb Americans" and vulgarities at the students His outburst created such
an uproar that an instructor from a
nearby classroom came to see
what was going on.
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States demand teens drivers train longer Lawmakers hear from
residents on gay marriage
ASSOCIATED PRESS

I WORCESTER, Mass. — Annie
:! lennigan is behind the wheel of ihe
jjamily car. Dad right nexi to her
"t-vith pointers: A bit of gas now. slow
I down here. The 16-year-old is
learning more than how to drive.
;-She is learning patience.
Nol just patience behind the
wheel, hut patience to wait for the
• day she can drive like an adult.
•Unlike her older brother and sister
5 before her. she has to wait al least
six months longer for that right. So
„ do other teen-agers in half the country.
Shaken by high numbers of serious accidents among the youngest
drivers, the nation is embracing a
new approach lo putting teen-agers
on Ihe road. The goal: Slow Ihe transition from back seat lo driver's scat,
and give teen-agers more time to
'earn, lo mature.
In half Ihe nation, driving privileges now come in three phases,
with each step bringing more
responsibility. Only if teen-age drivers pass the first two steps without
tickets or crashes do Ihcy get full
privileges.
Now Annie must wail at least six
more momhs. Not much lime in the
eyes of her father. Bob Bui for
Annie, who would like lo drive
leammales lo next summer's softball
games, it is a huge chunk of high
school life.
"It's been — '16
Yeah. I can
drive Freedom.' Bui now it's kind
Of like freedom bul nol freedom."
sllc savs
For legislators, Ihe concern was
salcl>. and ihe statistics were frightening:
— The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety found that as a
group, 16-year-olds die in car acci
dcnls at nearly ihree limes ihe rate of
the general population. Its analysis
oi l'»"><« accidents found that 35 of

Aw* i*m> PRESS

Associated Press Photo
DRIVING — Bob Hennigan gives his daughter, Anne, a few pointers about driving as they prepare
to exit a bank parking lot Wednesday.
100,000 16-year-old drivers were
killed in accidents. In the general
population. 12 drivers died per
100.000.
— Teen-age drivers (ages 15 to
20) make up only 7 percent of ihe
driving population but are involved
in 14 percent of all crashes and in 21
percent of fatal wrecks.
In 1997. only Florida licensed
teens in three steps: the traditional
learner's permit, which allows teens
to drive only with an adult; a new
intermediate license lhat let teens
drive alone, with restrictions: and
lull privileges.

The American Automobile Association and the Insurance Institute
launched a nationwide campaign
endorsing the steps and adding three
rules: Parents must train their children. Teens cannot drive with teen
passengers. And teens must be limited in driving alone at night.
"You need more practice time to
be licensed to cut hair than lo train
someone to drive a three-ton piece
of machinery," says the AAA's
Kathleen Marvaso
Now. 25 states and Washington.
D.C.. have adopted three-step programs with at least one additional

rule. Only California and Massachusetts have all three rules. Most
naysayers are in the South and Wesi.
where rural legislators are resistant.
The critics rely on the image of
the family farm, teens working
alongside Mom and Dad in the field
and on the road.
'They're driving trucks, hauling
commodities, going to parts stores
and this type thing." says Tennessee
slate Rep. Ronnie Cole, who helped
kill the bill "Historically, it's almost
like a God-given right, when you're
16 years old. you receive your driver's license."

Discovery of nerve gene offers hope for victims
ASSOCIATED

PRESS

Scientists have identified a gene
that prevents Ihe brain and spinal
cord from rewiring themselves atiei
an injury, pointing the way to new
treatments lhat might someday help
paralyzed "Superman" star Christopher Reeve and 250,000 Americans
like him.
Dubbed "Nogo" because of its
inhibiting effect, the gene produces
a piotein lhat prevents nerve-cell
connections in the central nervous
system from regenerating after they
:ue silt. Experiments in rats showed
lhat when the protein is blocked, the
spinal cord can repair itself.

Neurologists hailed the work as a
landmark step. But they cautioned
that other factors may also inhibit
nerve regrowth.
"It is important not to give
patients false hope." said Dr. Ben
Banes, a professor of neurology at
Stanford University. "But I think
there are a lot of grounds for optimism now."
The findings were reported in
Thursday's issue of the journal
Nature by scientists in Switzerland,
England and the United States.
If the scientists are right, they
have solved an old mystery: Why
can't connections in the central nervous system — the brain and spinal
cord — repair themselves, when

connections in the peripheral nervous system — everything else —
can?
The answer is lhat Nogo is present in the central nervous system
bul not the other nerves. Nogo may
exist to hardwire the brain and
spinal cord — or fix them in place
— afler they have developed, and
prevent ihem from going wild.
A learn led by Manin Schwab of
the Brain Research Institute at the
University of Zurich in Switzerland
has been working on Nogo for 15
years, and created an antibody that
blocks the Nogo-created protein.
In test-tube experiments, nerves
dissected from rats were exposed to
the antibody. The nerves regrew sev-

eral hundred nerve connections
known as axons. or the tiny branches that transmit impulses from one
nerve cell lo the nexl. Schwab
reported.
In an additional set of experiments that were not published in
Nature. Schwab's team said il partially cut the spinal cords of rats,
paralyzing ihe animals, then gave
the rodents the antibody for two
weeks. The nerves regrew. and the
animals resumed normal activities
such as grabbing food pellets and
climbing a rope.
"We sec these animals' recovery
functionally." said Isabel Klusman.
a medical biologist who works with
Schwab.

MOM I'l-1 ll-.K, Vi. — Despnc a
snowstorm, more than 1.500 people
crammed inside Vermont's Slatehouse lo oiler iheir opinions on
whether gay marriages should be
recognized in a state that has
grabbed the spotlight on the issue
The forum was the first since the
slate Supreme Court ruled last
month that gay and lesbian couples
were
being
unconstitutionally
denied the benefits of maniage
The Legislature must now decide
whether marriage statutes should
apply to homosexuals or whether a
separate domestic partnership system should be established
People wore their opinions on
their lapels Tuesday, with hundreds
of pink circles declaring. "I Support
The Freedom to Marry." mixing
with hundreds of white ovals with
blue letters stating "Don't Mock
Marriage "
"Vermont is iamous for maple
syrup, cheese, scenic beauty and traditional
values."
said
Ruth
Goodrich. "Is this (gay marriage)
what we want Vermont to be famous
lor'"
Lee Moffatt said he and his male
partner deserve the same rights .is

opposite sex couples: "I. too. represent the lace of Vermonl."
Throughout four hours and 106
witnesses, though, decorum was
maintained
"I am so impressed and proud as
a Vermonler ol the civility on a very
emotional issue." said Richard
Sears, the Democratic chairman of
the Senate ludiciary Committee. "I
think if Ihe Legislature can debate it
the way the public has. we can come
io a resolution satisfactory to a
majority of Vcrmoiiters "
No state has legalized gay marriage. Ever since Hawaii's Supreme
Court raised the possibility of samesex unions in 1993. Congress and 30
states have passed preemptive laws
saying they won't recognize such
marriages if they are legalized in any
other state.
Hawaii has since barred gay marliage. and a March 7 measure on the
ballot in California seeks to do
essentially the same thing Vermont
is the only state considering legalization.
At the Vermont forum, many
opponents
of
gay
marriage
explained that they opposed discrimination. But they argued that
such tolerance should not extend lo
marriage

Officer says samples
needed from shootingspree suspect
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SIDNEY. Ohio — Samples of
handwriting and blcxid are needed
from a man accused of killing three
leen-age girls and a Bible-studies
teacher lo determine if a letter found
by authorities was written by ihe
defendant and blood found at the
crime scene was his. a policeman
said Wednesday.
Sidney police Lt. Dave Clark testified on behalf of the prosecution at
a hearing in Shelby County Common Pleas Court in ihe case of
Lawrence Michael Hcnsley. Prosccutot James Stevenson has asked
Judge John Schmitt to order Hensley
to turn over the samples.
Clark said police have a letter
they believe was written by Hensley.
He also said investigators have analyzed blood found al Ihe crime scene
and need a sample of Hensley's

blood to see if il matches
Defense attorney Kort Gatlerdam
opposed the request, saying it would
amount 1*) unlawful seizure and vio
late Hensley's constitutional righis.
Schmitt indicated he planned to
decide the issue later this week.
Hensley. 30. of Sidney, is
accused of killing neighbor Sherry
Kimbler. 16. her cousin Tosha Barrel!, 16. and their friend Amy Mikesell. 14. at his home July 8. Authorities say Hensley then drove to Ihe
home of Bible studies leacher Brett
Wildcrmulh. 37. and shot and killed
him.
Five days later, authorities say.
Hensley wounded a motorist, fired a
shol al the home of another Bible
studies teacher and took ihree
hostages at a gas station before surrendering.
Hensley has pleaded innocent to
all charges.

Winter storms cause northeast headache
ASSOCIATED PRESS

I STAMFORD. Conn. — It was
heaitwarming news for needy residents struggling through the winter
in New England and Alaska.
President Clinton released $44
million in emergency heating fuel
Cunds on Tuesday. Authorities estimate the aid will help tens of thousands of U.S. families in coming
weeks
\ sharp and sudden increase in
Stealing oil prices has stunned many
consumers, including Alex Tereniino of Stamford. He said he feels as it
fuel suppliers have him over a barrel
iw ice over.
leicntino has seen the amount he
■ays for home healing oil go from
H cents per gallon lo SI.89 in a
mallei of weeks, while his bill for

natural gas at his Stamford butcher
shop has doubled in ihe last month.
"You've go! no choice." he said.
"You've got lo pay."
Clinton said he was releasing the
funds afler pleas for help from state
officials. The money was to go lo
Alaska and Northeastern states that
"have experienced the greatest hardship."
In addition to Alaska and Connecticut, the stales to receive the aid
are: Delaware. Maine. Massachusetts. New Hampshire. New Jersey,
New York. Pennsylvania. Rhode
Island and Vermont.
"These funds will help keep moreAmerican families safe and warm,
and we'll get them out there just as
quickly as we possibly can." he said.
With much of the Northeast

gripped by frigid temperatures during ihe past week, heating oil usage
is way up, leading to supply shortages. In East Hartford, fire officials
urged residents to lower thermostats
lo conserve fuel after a major supplier warned of shortages by midweek.
With supplies decreasing, home
heating oil prices have risen dramatically In Connecticut, retail prices
shol up at least 40 cents per gallon,
to at least SI.70. In Massachusetts,
the average retail price rose lo $ 1.74
on Monday, up 57 cents from a week
ago and more than double what it
was this time last year. And in New
Hampshire, retail prices jumped 49
cents in six days, from SI.22 per gallon to SI.7I.
Truckers also are feeling Ihe
pinch. In New York, the retail price
of diesel rose from a low of SI.35
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ARE YOU QTILL THINKING ABOUT
WHERE TO LIVE NEXT YEAR???)
Mid Am Manor
CZJ) These apartments have a large living area
702 Third Si. & 839 Fourth St.
O
kitchen with dining area, full bath, and
Spacious 2 bedroom, air-conditioned units
lots of extra storage, including a walk-in
starting at $450/mo.
closet.

0h_ did we forget to mention that
you also get
Free gas heat, water & sewer???

Well you dom
Don't Kit around too
long... Our apartments
are already rented full
for May and we're
filling up quickly for
August tool

Call or stop by
our office today!

Mid Am Management • 641 Third St. #4 BG • 352-4380

per gallon to a high of S2.06 from
Thursday to Monday, according to
the New York State Motor Truck
Association.
Even kerosene users were seeing
sleep increases. At French's Kwick
Slop near Hedgesvillle. W.Va,
kerosene prices have jumped from
99 cents per gallon a week ago to
SI.69.
"People are shocked. I've been
here 30 years and that's the highest
I've seen it," said Donna French.
Industry analysts say the sudden
price increases have been caused by
several factors, including the recent
cold snap, low petroleum supplies
and a decision by the Organization
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries to extend existing oil production cuts past an original March
deadline.

Associated Press Photo
GAS — The cold weather is keeping Joseph R. Dias, an oil deliveryman at Consumers Oil, in Woonsocket, R.I., busy.

Want to see great bands
appear at BG?
Then join the UAO concert
committee!
Now looking for new members for
this Spring. Come to our weekly
meeting. Thursday, 7:30 in
210 South Hall
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Deomcratic
candidates seek
opportunities in N.H.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

MANCHESTER. N.H. — The
abbreviated race for New Hampshire is shaping up on the Democratic side as, in Bill Bradley's words,
"a whole new ballgame." with Vice
President Al Gore seeking opportunities to hitch himself to President
Clinton"s economic coattails.
Gore, who boomerangs between
shunning Clinton and embracing
him. has settled on the latter in his
attempt to win next week's primary
and deny Bradley any comeback
from his sound defeat in Iowa.
Before meeting Gore tonight for
their last pre-primary New Hampshire debate. Bradley campaigned at
a YMCA day care center to promote
his agenda for middle-class working
families. He told youngsters that he
understood the challenges of single
parenthood because he cared for his
daughter while he was in the Senate.
"We had cereal most of the
nights." Bradley chuckled.
The vice president was reaching
today for a chunk of the credit for
the 1996 welfare reform that congressional Republicans pushed and
Clinton signed. The theme of Gore's
noontime appearance al the Electropac company here was timed,
aides said, to dovetail with Clinton's

welfare-related announcement today
of new measures to collect back
child support.
Gore's all-out drive for New
Hampshire includes spending about
$20,000 on a half-hour TV
"infomercial" to air here on Saturday, two days before the vote.
Not only was Gore campaigning
on the current record-breaking economic expansion, but also on the
premise that he could lead the country into deeper prosperity.
"The question that must be
answered in this election is not
whether or not we're better off than
seven years ago. We know that we
are," Gore said. "The question is can
we do even better?"
On Thursday, Gore was briefly
suspending his commitment to campaign in New Hampshire "every
minute of every hour of every day"
leading to next Tuesday's ballot, to
fly to Washington to be with Clinton
in the House chamber for the State
of the Union address.
"What the Clinton-Gore administration has done over the last seven
years economically helps Al Gore a
lot, and I think President Clinton
will be a very valuable asset during
the campaign," said Bob Shrum, a
top Qon adviser

GREENBR1AR, INC.
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000
352-0717
224 E.WOOSTER

Hillary Clinton raises gender issue
ASSOCIATED PRESS

ALBANY. N.Y. — Hillary Rodham Clinton suggested Tuesday that
some people may dislike her
because she is a woman in public
life — or maybe it's her hairdo.
She later said she was kidding
about the gender remark but added
thai "it would be great if New York
joined the rest of the country in
electing a woman statewide."
New York has never elected a
woman running alone to statewide
office, though three have been elected lieutenanl governor as part of a
single ticket with a governor.
The state's current governor.
Republican George Pataki, said after
being told of Mrs Clinton's icmark:
"I don'l think gender has anything to
do with it."
Pataki. a supporter of N<"w York
City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, the
Associated Press Photo
Republican expected to oppose Mrs.
Clinton, a Democrat, in the Senate
HILLARY — First Lady Hillary Clinton puckers up for a kiss from former NY Mayor David Dinkins,
campaign this year, said:
right, during Mrs. Clinton's appearnce at Al Sharpton's National Action Network headquarters.
"When you don't live in a state. I
During a morning interview with morning show host Don Weeks positions that I've taken and maybe
don't care what your gender is. it's a
legitimate issue. When you have Albany's" WGY-AM radio. Mrs. asked if she "ever tried to under- a little of it is because I'm a woman
certain philosophical positions that Clinton was told, "In certain circles, stand that venom and does it bother taking those positions." Mrs. Clinton said. "And. maybe some of it is
are. I believe, out of touch with the just mention your name and you've you'.'"
"I know that it's out there and I people don't like my hair style. I
vast majority of New Yorkers, that's got foaming ai the mouth."
a legitimate concern."
After laughter from the fust lady. think some of it is because of the don't know what it is."
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VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

127 N. Main B.G. 1353-1361
www.greateastern.hollywood.com

WINONA RYDER
GIRL,
m
INTERUPTED

•Frazee Ave. Apts.
•East Merry Aprs.
•Field Mannor Apts.
All Units Include:
•2 Bedrooms

Nightly 7:00 9:30
Sat Sun Mat 2:00 4:30

•2 Baths
Dish Washer
Grabage Disposals
3 and 4 Person Rates

...Get Them While They Last!

9{piv Leasing

Fri at midnight...Friday Fright Night
All Seats $3.00

1 or 2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished
<May and August 2000

FRIDAY THE 13TH
(the original)

1 or 2 bedroom summer only
limited available
GREEN BRIAR, INC.

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

Ever}' Saturday M Midnight

Friday January 28th 7:00pm

Opening
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Ready to Live, Learn and Earn in the most
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magical place on earth? Then become part of the
Walt Disney World College Program. It's your
opportunity to spend a semester making friends,
making magic and making a difference.
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A ^k February
r inn mi 3,2000
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BKSJM

6.00 pin

Olscamp 113

All the class and energy of a big city night club
Onenina Weekend
7-9 $1 Domestics
Attractions

After hours Party Sat. January

•30 Speaker Sound System
29th 2:50am-6:00am
•State of the art light show
•The Velvet Room
•Seperate EntrancesTues-Wed: Bar& Velvet Room Only under/over age
Thurs-Sat: Full Club Experience* •After hours party (Bi-weekly)
After hours party - no dress code required •Friendly accomodating staff
•Comfortable attractive
*Proper dress required on weekends
environment

Days of Operation

I

STOPBYANDMSCOVBIAWORLA
Of OPPORTUNITIES Kt MSNEY.
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mamQ mum

•^LnAat Night Club 238 N Main St. Bowling Green, OH (419)353-751 !•
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Columbus
man offering
to help find
work

BUNNIES RETUfcNE$
CIATED PRESS

MONtViLI^E, Ohio —
\ You're a I newcomer to Ohio,
V- there's a/tfoot of snow on the
ground'arld the wind makes it
feel like zero/ perfect if you're
a snowshde hare that can travel
30 mph across the snow.
Twelve of the big-footed
hares were released Tuesday in
the middle/of the Ohio's snow-,
belt amid a snowstorm. Up to
200 will be released each winter as part of a continuing proJ gram to broaden the scope of
-.wildlife in the state.
3 The animals were set free
; along the Oeauga County- Ashtabula County line, located
I- between Cleveland and Erie..
J ,Pa. The area has the dense
- brush
and
second-growth
woodlands that the hares prefer.
The hares were trapped in
the Seney National Wildlife
Refuge in Michigan's Upper
Peninsula.
The snowshoe hare lived in
northeast Ohio a century ago
but eventually disappeared as
woodlands gave way to farrn^
ing.
"They like the brushy (
of beaver dams and strcarflEide
habitat,"' said Dave P. Scott, an
Ohio Division of Wildlife project leader who studied the
hares for his masters thesis in
wildlife management at Penn-

sylvania StalM?niv
He said northeast
good place 'fc reinti
animals. ' I lic^luha
part of the state wJn allow (
to take full advan
ability to cruise
snows."
The division, wflitWt arn/rjgei
the hare releases had ttjed
similar program fri 1^53-.'
near New Lyme w Asrfiabula
""County, releasing 604 hares,
but the population never
became established. Its nearest
natural. Jiabitats are Michigan,
New York. Pennsylvania and
Ontario.
At an average Ifength of 15
inches to 20 inches and wei
of about 3 pounds, the haps arc
bigger than the rabbits»normally seen in Ohio. And faster.
Their 7-inch-lohg rear legs
spread wide for maximum leaping across the snow. The hares
can run up to 30 mph, making
them among the fastest animals
in NortrTPnmxica, the wildlife
division saicL. ^
/
eed and brown hair
Tat changes to white tojjpatcri .
the winter cnvirrjninefitNhelp/
protect the hatfr-'from fo*es.
coyotes, hawfcs/and owls.
The division fitted some of
the-hares with radio collars and
toe tags to allow biologists to
check on their habitat, movements and survival rates.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Florida man sentenced in scheme to defraud Ohio company
ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — A Florida man
. who pleaded guilty to defrauding an
•Ohio company of $1.7 million
through a phony invoicing scheme

has been senlenced to two years in
prison.
U.S. District Judge Herman J.
Weber also sentenced James E.

Stone. 54. of Kissimmee. Fla.. on
Wednesday to three years of probation and ordered him to make full
restitution to the company.
Stone and Daniel W. McFall, 53,
of Fairfield. pleaded guilty Dec. 3 to
mail fraud. McFall is awaiting sentencing.
FBI agenls arrested Stone on

ager for Super Food Services,
approved ihe phony invoices for
goods and services that he knew the
company never received from Stone,
federal prosecutors said.
Super Food Services mailed the
checks to post office boxes maintained by Stone, who negotiated the
checks into cash al check cashing
agencies in Ohio, Florida and else-

Sepi. 3 at his home in Kissimmee on
charges that he submitted phony
invoices from Tri State Truck &
Trailer and Tri State Truck Service
to Super Food Services Inc. in ihe
Cincinnati suburb of Blue Ash. The
invoices were for goods and services
lhal were never provided to the Blue
Ash company, authorities said.
McFall. the transportation man-

• Discover is.'/. • Discover AZ 'Discover AZ • Discover \z 'Discover \/

UAO • UNIVERSITY ACTIVTTES ORGANIZATION ' UAO • UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION

Looking for ^eat experience
A fun time ?
A resume builder ?

?

where. Stone and McFall then split
the cash, said prosecutors.
The investigation began with a
tip to authorities last summer. The
scheme was conducted over a sixyear period.
Stone could have been sentenced
to five years in prison and fined
twice the company's loss.

COLUMBUS, Ohio — A businessman and job recruiter wants to
help people in an economically
down part of southern Ohio find
work, but that may mean leaving
home.
Ken Hallo> said he can find jobs
for dislocated workers through one
of 18 Columbus-based homeimprovement companies he represents. Though he welcomes any dedicated workers with good work
ethics, he is focusing on the
Appalachian region, where he grew
up.
"I've long spouted off that the
work ethic in Appalachia is outstanding, some of the hardest working people in America," said Halloy,
of All Pro Exclusive in the suburb of
Westerville.
"They just don't have any opportunities." he told The Columbus Dispatch for a story Wednesday.
Halloy's clients include a carpet
cleaner, a roofing company, kitchen
and bath remodelers. painters,
pavers and plumbers.
"I can fill almost anything in any
imaginable area." he said Wednesday.
He estimates that the jobs pay
between $12 and $15 an hour.
Some companies may offer travel
and lodging and provide flexible
working schedules. That way.
employees won't have to spend too
much time awav from their homes.
Lawrence County, about 85 miles
south of Columbus, had an unemployment rate of 7.2 percent in
December. That is nearly twice the
state average. Recent layoffs or
plant closings in the area have
involved Ironton Iron. Cabletron.
Ashland Oil and Allied Signal.
Halloy. who grew up in Bridgeport in southeastern Ohio, emphasizes that his help is only a shortterm fix. For longer term economic
improvements, communities need to
attracl larger manufacturers, he said.

'
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|is looking to fill the following positions:

• Public Relations Director
• Special Events Director
• Travel Director

Applications are due by February 2

Pick up applications at
210 South Hall.
For more Information call 372-7162
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Boxing

Swimming

Men's Basketball

Tyson
BG's loses fire in Flash with loss to Kent Trip turns
into
arrives in
unwanted
Machester
adventure
for bout
PETE STELLA

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

KENT, OHIO - BG got a good
look at the defending Mid-American Conference tournament
champs Kent State.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

MANCHESTER, England —
Mike Tyson hit town Wednesday
night, three days before he'll hit
Julius Francis.
A crowd of about 700 people
greeted the former heavyweight
champion when he arrived by bus at
his Manchester hotel. Tyson was
hustled through a back door, but
• later waved to the crowd from a
"hotel window.

Behind 15 points and seven
rebounds by pre-season all-conference forward John Whorton.
the Falcon men's basketball team
were upended 82-64 in front of
crowd 4.800 plus hostile fans.
The crucial conference loss
drops the Brown and Orange to
14-4 overall and 6-3 in the MAC.
Kent increased their record to 153 overall and 7-2 in the conference.

"I think it's a good thing for him
to come to the area because it bonds
people and it is bringing everyone
together." said Asian Vasi. 27. who
lives in the city's tough Moss Side
district.

38 minutes. 23 points and nine
rebounds from forward Anthony
Stacey were not enough to give
BG the edge the needed to get
around the Golden Flashes dangerous and talented offense. The
Falcons also got support from
forward Len Matela and guard
Brandon Pardon, who hit for 14
and 13 points respectively.
Matela led the team with 11
rebounds

Francis, the British heavyweight
champion, is not expected to last
very long. But he is expected to get
hit very hard.

"Stacey is a great player."
Kent coach Gary Waters said. "In
the first half, it came easy to him.
We made him work for it in the
second half."

The last time Tyson fought outside the United States, he lost the
undisputed heavyweight title. He
was knocked »-jt in the 10th round
by James "Buster" Douglas in 1990
in one of the biggest upsets in boxing history.

Kent had four other members
of their squad hit for double figures. Guard Kyrem Massey connected on seven of eleven shots
to end with 14, Guards Trevor
Huffman and Andrew Mitchell
hit for 16 and 12. with Mitchell
dishing out a team high five
assists. Forward Eric Thomas
rounded out the scorers with 11.

But Francis is 35 years old and
does not possess the boxing skill or
punching power of Douglas. And
while Tyson has slipped at 33, he's
. still a dangerous fighter.
Certainly against Francis, who
. has a record of 21-7. Tyson carries a
.'record of 46-3. with I no contest and
• 40 knockouts, into the bout at MEN
- Arena.
'. ■ Tyson worked out in London on
Wednesday before being driven
three hours north to Manchester.
" Tickets for the 10-round fight at
the 20,000-seat arena went on sale in
December and were gone within two
days.
- If the purpose of this journey to
England was an ego trip for Tyson,
the mission has succeeded.
Despite the controversy over
allowing Tyson into Britain because
-of his three-year prison term on a
jape conviction and the protests of a
•women's organization. Tyson has
received star treatment from the
.public and much of the media.
•. It seems almost every utterance
•tjy Tyson is reported, often in headlines.
_. Consider his statement. "I think
I'm going to kill Julius Francis," in
. which he was merely trying to say
! that he was going to knock out Fran_"cis. But the British tabloids regarded
- the remark as if Tyson were speaking with criminal intent.
J« Since arriving 10 days ago. Tyson
*ias mounted a public relations cam■ Jwign to soften his image. He
. recounted how he had beeri humili; tied recently in California.

«

•
"My wife and I were in Holly.' wood and we went to a wax museJ um." he said. "We went into the
•' Chamber of Horrors and there was a
. wax dummy of me in a cage. It dev.' astated my wife. They humiliated
J and degraded me in front of my
- wife. All my life I have been humil.■ iated."

But Tyson has drawn cheering
•; crowds everywhere he has gone
• • since he stepped off the Concorde in
• London on Jan. 5. And he has man.' aged to do some shopping as well.
■; spending about $1.5 million on
• watches and jewelry.
Tyson reportedly is getting $8
million to $11 million for the fight.
Francis' purse is $560,000
The fight will be shown on payper-view in Britain. In the United
States, it will be carried on tape
delay by Showtime beginning at 10
p.m. EST

'This was a great overall team
effort and we played especially
well and in the second half."
Waters said of the win. "They
(BG) are a hard team to play."
In the first half, the old school
style of Falcon defense held
Whorton to two points but

Massey lit up the score board
with ten in the first 20 minutes.
BG ran with Kent most of the
first half and tied the game at 13
with 13:15 left in the first half.
Kent led by as many as eight in
four separate occasions and went
ahead by seven behind two free
throws by Huffman with 48 seconds left before the half.

NICK HURM
SPORTS WRITER

The second half belonged to
Kent, in which they compiled
several runs to increase their lead
(See related story) and put much
pressure on the Falcon guards.
Out of the gates. Whorton made
his presence felt by hitting for six
points in under five minutes of
action.
"They just went to me,"
Whorton said. "We knew that if it
was one on one. 1 could produce."
A Len Matela lay up cut
Kent's lead to eight with 11:23
remaining but the Golden Flashes
ran away with the game, leading
by as much as 21 with two minutes left.
"I think their quickness was
certainly a factor in the game but
I thought their toughness was as
well." Falcon coach Dan Dakich
said.
BG outscored the Golden
Flashes 40-30 in the paint but
were outmatched in points of
turnovers. 25-6. For the night, the
Brown and Orange connected for
a 47.8 percent from the floor and
a 41.7 percent from beyond ihe
arc BG still showed poise from
the charity stripe, hitting 12 of 18
free throws.
Esterkamp and McLeod were
plagued by foul trouble, in which
both of them had four, and the
Falcons committed 18 total fouls.
Saturday, the Brown and
Orange look to get on the winning track again when the host
Akron at I p.m. in Anderson
Arena.

BG News photo/ MIKE LEHMKl
DOLIBOA - BG freshman Seth Doliboa finishes off a Falcon win
over Toledo by grabbing a rebound

Pressure defense too much for Falcons
MATT STEINER
SPORTS WRITER

KENT, OHIO - A string of Bowling Green miscues and Kent's' up
pressure defense proved to be key in
helping the Golden Flashes stall
anything resembling a Falcon comeback attempt Wednesday.
"I thought they |BG] struggled
against our pressure." Kent coach
Gary Waters said. "That became
obvious with their turnovers."
BG committed 11 second half
turnovers due to tough Kent defense.

Twice the pressure led to shooting
droughts of more than two minutes
for the Falcon shooters.
The first came with 8:50 left after
BG's Brandon Pardon scored on a
baseline layup cutting the Kent leaJ
to nine points. The Falcons wouldn't
find the basket again until the 6:04
mark when Pardon broke the slump
by hitting a pull-up jumper in the
lane.
During the 2:46 dry spell, Kent
scored six points getting two each
from guards Eric Thomas. Andrew
Mitchell and senior center John
Whorton extending the lead to 66-

51.
BG kept up with the Kent
machine foi the next 2:13 cutting the
lead to 12 points on a Dave
Esterkamp layup with 3:51 remaining. Just as things were looking up.
the Falcons fell into another twominute slump due to the Flash pressure.
"That's [pressurel our staple."
Whorton said. "That's what we do.
They started missing shots and we
just started to play our game."
Kent non-starter Trevor Huffman
took advantage driving to the hoop
aggressively. Twice he made layups

including a three point play. His five
points combined with baskets by
Mitchell and Demetiic Shaw helped
close the door.
The Flashes led by as much as 21
before Falcon freshman Seth Doliboa broke the scoreless streak with a
pair of free throws.
BG head coach Dan Dakich credited the Kent press as leading to the
Falcon misfortunes.
"I thought their press had an
effect on us." Dakich said. "Not only
on forcing turnovers but wearing us
down as well."

There were a lot of grimaces on
the faces of Bowling Green swimmers and divers when they had to
describe their trip to Buffalo.
Maybe it was because the bus
they were riding broke down, making the six hour trip even longer. Or
it could have been the cold food they
received after finally reaching their
destination. The fact that the driver
couldn't see the road didn't help
matters, either.
"It was dangerous," head swim
coach Randy Julian said. "The windows got muddy, the driver had the
wipers going and you couldn't see. I
couldn't see."
"We pulled over the bus on 1-90
and si.tiicJ picking up snow and
throwing it at the windshield to get
the windshield wipers going, sophomore swimmer Tom Mohlman said.
"It was like National Lampoon's
Vacation."
The meet against Ball State and
Buffalo didn't get much better. Both
the men's and women's teams lost
convincingly to the two teams. The
women's team fell to Ball State 177123 and Buffalo 173-127. The men
fell 183-61 to the Cardinals and 17267 to the Bulls.
Seniors Nancy Simpson. Sarah
Abell and Bethany Budde all
touched the wall first for the Falcons
women's team, winning their individual events. Senior divers Ellyn
Vreeland and Laura Segcrlin picked
up a second and third place finish in
the I-meter and 3-meter boards consecutively.
The men's side did not have a
firslplace finisher, but the much herald 200 Medley Relay team of Tim
Early, Matt Johnsen, Kevin Anderson and Andy Jenkins finished a
close second. Freshman Ray Bartel
picked up a quality second place finish in the 200 Breast, while junior
Matt Ellinger finished just behind
Bartel for third place.
"I'm not surprised in the way we
Eerformed." Mohlman said. "We
aven't competed in over a month. It
has a lot to do with us just shaking
the rust off. We're a lot more
focused at going at MAC's (championship meet) then we are at dual
meets."
The good news that came out of
the program is that an assistant
coach has been tentatively named. In
the last week. Julian has received
some help from junior Mike
McHugh who is out for the year with
a back injury, but an assistant coach
is badly needed. Paige Gross, an
assistant coach at St. Xavier and
coach of the Cincinnati Marlins, has
been tentatively named.
"I'm thrilled." Julian said. "This
group is ready for it. The kids have
done an amazing job with me.They
are really looking forward to the
opportunity."

Women's basketball

Falcons light up Zips with 16 treys to break school record
G.MICHAEL GRAHAM
SPORTS WRITER

Bowling Green guards Francine Miller
and Angie Fanner had a conversation
before taking the floor against Akron
Wednesday.
"I said you know it would be fine if we
could all click on one night shooting."
Farmer said.
And it was fine — actually, it was
great.
The Falcons would shoot a blistering
49 percent from the floor going 32-of-66
including l8-of-32 from the floor for 56
percent in the first half en route to a 9472 Mid-American Conference victory.
The win lifts BG's record to 5-14 overall
and 3-6 in the conference while the Zips
fall to 5-13 and 1-6.
But BG, who saw Miami put up 16
three-pointers Saturday, swished 16 of its
own in the victory. The Falcons were 16of-38 treys for 42 percent including 10 of
19 in the first half for 53 percent.
The attempts and attempts-made are
both school records. It also ties a MACrecord and was two short of the NCAA
record of 18.
BG entered the game averaging 8.7
treys made per game with 156 made in 18
games. The 16 lifts BG's NCAA-leading
average to 9.1 with 172 in 19 games.
They scored a lot of points in transition.
"I think we're best when we run," Falcon coach Dee Knoblauch said. "We get a
BG News photo/ BEN FRENCH lot of open looks. Today, we got into our
STOCZ - BG freshman forward Karen Stocz game. It would be nice if we could do that
attempts to move around a defender in a previous every single night"
game.
Farmer once again led the Falcons
with six treys out of nine attempts en

route to 18 points — one short of her personal record of seven treys. She is the
holder of the school record for threepointers .nade in a season with 56.
Sarah Puthoff held the old record of 53
set in the 1994-95 season. Farmer's average is now 2.9 three-pointers made per
game. Farmer entered the game tied for
19lh in the nation with Central Michigan's Jodi Culbertson with an average of
2.8.
Miller had another big night with 29
points on I0-of-15 shooting. She made
three three-pointers in five attempts and
6-of-7 free throws.
"Francine is Francine." Zip coach

that."

The Falcons had 23 assists to just 18
turnovers. Akron, on the other hand, had
18 assists to 20 turnovers. They struggled
against BG's full-court press.
"Our pressing made them try to hurry
up." Smith said. "That made them nervous. That gave us more momentum."
The three-point shooting opened
things up for penetration in the second
half. Miller and Smith benefitted a lot by
it. Smith finished with a career-high 18
points.
Akron, on the other hand, was not in
full strength. The Zips have five players
injured including three potential staners.
Their leading scorer.

"Francine is Francine. She's having a Bowles, was hc-Cniy
sensational year. She just schooled
able to play 21 min•»»

Roxanne Allen said. "She's having a sensational year. She just schooled us. If we
were out on her, she drove on us and we
didn't get any help and if we gave her an
inch, she hit the three. I can't feel too bad
because nobody's shut her down."
Two other Falcons made three-pointers in Sherry Kahle with four and Jaymee
Wappes with three. Kahle finished with
14 points while Wappes had nine. Wappes
also tied her career-high with 11 assists.
"I love to see four or five players in
double figures," Knoblauch said. "So we
did a nice job of that (scoring). It's just
amazing when the balls go in the hole like

utes due to an respiratory infection borRoxanne Allen dering on pneumonia and only scored
Akron basketball coach nine points. She
—
came in averaging
18.1 points per
game.
"She wanted to try and we gave her the
chance and she did alright," Allen said.
"She's obviously about 50 percent at best
so we made different combinations and
put other people out there. We were confused all night and we shouldn't have
been."
Forward Abby Hoy tried to pick up the
slack with 21 points while Katie Hank
had 14. The Zips had 10 players hit the
scorebook.
BG has a full week to prepare for Marshall next Wednesday. Gamelime is 7
p.m. in Huntington, W. Va.
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^Tennis Hall of Farmer
Don Budge dies
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Don Budge, who swepl all four
major tennis tournaments in 1938 to
become the sport"s first "Grand
Slam" winner, died Wednesday of
cardiac arrest. He was 84.
He died at Mercy Hospital in
Scranton. Pa., hospital spokeswoman Mary Leone said.
Budge was injured in a car accident in northeastern Pennsylvania
on Dec. 14 when he lost control and
drove off the road. He was hospitalized in Poughkeepsie. N.Y., until
Jan. 8, when he was transferred to a
nursing facility near his home in
Dingmans Ferry. Budge was taken
to Mercy Hospital on Jan. 17.
Budge had a complete game built
around a whiplash backhand, which
still is considered the best ever. He
backed up a strong serve with power
and accuracy off the ground and
volleyed effectively.
He was inducted into the Tennis
Hall of Fame in 1964. and selected
one of Tennis Magazine's 20 greatest players of the 20th century.
During Centre Court ceremonies
at Wimbledon in 1998. Budge was
introduced as "the tall redheaded
Californian with the greatest backhand ever." His mark on the game,
in fact, was much greater.
"I consider him the finest player
365 days a year who ever lived."
tennis great Bill Tilden once said.
Born June 13, 1915. in Oakland.
Calif.. John Donald Budge was a
superb athlete who played all popular team sports, including baseball
and basketball.
When he was 13, his brother
Lloyd, who played on the tennis
team at the University of California,
persuaded Don to take tennis seriously.
Nine years later. Budge beat Germany's Baron Gottfried Von Cramm
in what is considered to be one of
the best Davis Cup matches ever.
That same year. 1937. Budge
won both Wimbledon and the U.S.
Championships. In 1938. he became
the first player to sweep all four
major titles — Wimbledon and the
championships of Australia. France
and the United States.
The feat, dubbed a "Grand Slam"
by tennis writer Allison Danzig, has

Associated Press photo

been equaled by only four other
players since.
"In the recent light of Andre
Agassi achieving a career grand
slam.
Dad's
accomplishment
becomes all the more stellar/'^said
David Budge, one of his sons, a
music and film publicist in Los
Angeles.
It was the only time in his career
that Budge played the French or
Australian championships.
After reaching the Wimbledon
semifinals in 1936, Budge took five
months off the following winter to
change his game, taking the ball earlier and improving his forehand.
In 1937. he won Wimbledon easily, then on July 20. 1937, met Von
Cramm on the grass courts of the
All-England Club.
While in the dressing room
before beginning the match. Von
Cramm received a telephone call. As
Budge listened. Von Cramm. an
anti-Nazi, listened, then ended the
call by saying politely. "Ja, mein
Fuhrer." It was Adolf Hitler.
By the time the two took the
court, the bcst-of-5 competition was
tied a two victories apiece. Budge
triumphed 6-8. 5-7, 6-4, 6-2. 8-6.
giving the United States the victory.
"Don. this was absolutely the
finest match 1 have ever Dlaved in
my life," Von Cramm told him. "I'm
very happy that I could have played
it against you. whom I like so
much."
Budge received the James E. Sullivan Trophy as the nation's outstanding amateur athlete in 1937 and
was The Associated Press athlete of
the year in 1938.
After his 1938 Grand Slam.
Budge turned pro and dominated in
an era when professionals were not
allowed to play tournaments, including the major championships.
"I was the amateur champion for
two years and then the pro champion
for many years after that." Budge
once said. 'There was no one who
could beat me. Just think of how
many more Wimblcdons I could
have won."
Funeral
arrangements
were
incomplete Wednesday. In addition
to David Budge, he was survived by
his second wife, Loriel Budge, and
another son. Jeffrey Budge.

(Left) DUVAL - PGA
golfer David Duval's
biggest rival
has
been Tiger Woods
over the last year.
Duval won't have to
face Woods at the
Phoenix Open this
year. Woods will not
attend the event after
an incident last year
where a heckling fan
was carrying around a
loaded gun.

No Tiger gives new challenge for David Duval
SCOTTSDALE. Ariz. — David
Duval won't have to think about
Tiger Woods at the Phoenix Open.

14th. he followed scores of 66. 65
and 66 with a 7-over 78 He was
even worse the other years — tied
for 35th in 1996. 27th in 1998 and
18th last year alter closing with a 74.

Woods, (he onlv golfer hotter
than Duval the last three years, is
skipping the raucous event. Last
year, a fan heckling Woods was
found to have had a loaded pistol in
a fanny pack.

But Duval is off 10 a sironu slarl
this season. He was second m ihe
Williams World Challenge, third in
the
Mercedes
Championships
behind Woods and Frnie Els and tied
for fifth in ihe Bob Hope on Sunday.

Organizers
have
tightened
restrictions on drinking, but (he
commotion from last year did nol
determine Woods' decision He sim
ply does not like to play more than
lour consecutive tournaments, and is
expected to enter four next month.

It's beginning to instill even more
confidence in a player who has a
world of it anyway and is looking 10
improve his pulling He has no quarrel with ihose who make him the
favorite this week.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

That leaves Duval to deal with
the rest of a deep field — and with
the TPC of Scotlsdale course itself.
He has had 31 top 10 finishes since
1996. but none at Phoenix.
"I like playing here, and I'm sur-1
prised I haven't contended a little I
more seriously than I have." Duval
said about the 7.083-yard layout.
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Parnevik won in Phoenix in
1998. and Rocco Mediate outduelcd
Leonard and Woods last year for his
first title in six years.
Duval wishes Woods — who has
never won in Phoenix — was teeing
up this week.
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NOW OPEN

UNITS GOING FAST!

AjJigCA
Management Inc.

llillsdale Apts..
1082 Fairs icw
I bedrooms
9 1 2-12 mo. leases
Starts ai $380- Call 353-5800

Units Only!

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907,915,921,929,935 Thurstin)

/CfEfcCA

• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished

Management Inc.

• Close to Campus
i nilsO-IH--2 with A ( and fireplace.

Evergreen Apts..
215 F Poe
Studios & 1 bdrms
Laundrs on site
Rent siar'ts at $250
Call 353-5800

Heinz Apartments
•8fl8>f8 N Enterprise. >»3.^5lFrazee. 506 N. Enterprise
3 Bedroom. Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces
New Units Onlv'
• New Apartments left - Going Fast For Fall 2000

Mercer Manor Apartments

Management Inc.

Jojnusipr Dinner and a
' cttafleeSo^rL^pair of
Mervie,ljj5k£ts at the

Silvdp <%j^Cafe.
f ^
I (Ht

ALSO LEASING FOR 2000/2001
STOP BY FOR LISTING

One of BG's Newest Complexes
• 3 bedroom/2 full baths.
• A/C. Fireplaces. & Microwaves

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

«I'\I

M;inag«'tncnt Inc.

Campbell Hill Apartments

Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday 19 am-I pm)

<1>M

Secretary Marcu Crabtree

Phi Directors Megan Adams

Hours:

<1>\1

<PM

SthtUrship: Amic Sprague

Peauitment: Emily Bright

o

<PM

Sedah Elaine Downard

V.P. ef Ubinet: Jen Quinter

3

«DM

"It's easier to handicap when
Tiger's in the field because you can
always say he's going to win,", he
said. "You've got a 50-50 shot at it."

Treaturer: Lisa Newman

ler
v.P ef CO.: Shellet) Mille

' 2 and 3 bedrooms
• All have A/C
New
• 1" baths
• Full basements
• 3 New Buildings For Fall 2000

Mediate said Duval is the favorite
by default.

"When I win a golf tournament. I
want everybody there to feel like
they have played as well as they
can." Duval said. "Because I want to
Ihink I have beaten somebodv when

Presidevt: Jennie Dorko

Come sign up today!

Woods went on to win eight tournaments — the last four in a row —
and shove everyone else from the
spotlight.

Phi Mu Executive Beard!

< TTTTTTTT?TTfTfTTTT?TTTTTTTfTTT?T A

FALL 2000 LEASING

Duval briefly took the No I
world ranking from Woods last year
after winning four titles before the
Masters But that was ihe end of his
hot streak.

ienqratyiatiens tc the 2000

His final rounds have ruined his I
chances. In 1997. when he tied for I

4 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAV

"It's no different with Tiger. I
want him to walk away from a tournament that we played, and I want
him to think he played the best he
<">n xnri I pot him. Thai's kind of mv
attitude about it "

The field features Davis Love III.
Vijay Singh. Chris Perry. Hal Sulton. Justin Leon.trH anH \o(i Mnogerl. who all won more than %2 million lasl season There's also Jesper
Parnevik, the Hope champion and
2000 money leader with S808.700
earned in three tournaments.

"Thai's something I think I
expect of myself as well." Duval
said "So ii I don'i feel like I have
that opportunity when 1 start .. I
don't think I should be playing that
week. It's not always going to work
<PM

they are playing as well as they can

out that w'ay. but you need to be feeling good and you need to be thinking that way."

GUPIIMA*

INC.

Slop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
call 353-5800.
www. wcnct.org/~mecca
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Box Scores
,

Thursday, January 27, 200(1

Transactions

KENT 82, BOWLING GRI-HN 64
BOWLING GREEN (14-4)
Eslerkamp 2-4 0-1 4, Stacey 9-16 4-4 23, Matela 6112-2 14. Bunn 0-0 0-0 0. McLcod 1-6 2-5 4, I
1-3 0-0 2. Dohboa 0-0 2-2 2, Pardon 5-11 2-4 13,
KlMKn 1-1 0-0 2. Totals 25-52 12-18 64.
KENT (15-3)
Thomas 4-10 0-0 II. Massey 7-11 0-0 14. Whorlon
6-13 3-4 15. Shaw 2-3 0-0 4, Mitchell 4-12 4-4 12.!
Lehrkc 0-0 0-0 0. Huffman 5-115-7 16. Moore 0-0 0-0 j
O.Vaughn 2-3 1-1 5. Meers 1-3 0-0 3. Warren 0-0 0-0 0. i
Perry 1-1 0-0 2. Totals 32-67 13-16 82.
Halftime—Kent 42. Bowling Green 37. 3-point
goals—Bowling Green 2-13 (Pardon 1-4. Stacey 1-4.
Jackson 0-1. Eslerkamp 0-1. McLeod 0-3). Kent 5-12
(Thomas 3-4, Meers 1-2, Huffman 1-3, Mitchell 0-4).
Fouled out—None. Rebounds—Bowling Green 37
(Matela II). Kent 31 (Whorton 7). Assists—Bowling
Green 18 (Eslerkamp. Pardon 4). Kent 18 (Mitchell 5).
Total fouls—Bowling Green 18. Kent 19. A—4,814.
Bowling Green 94, Akron 72
Akron 37
35
—94
BG
53
41
—72
AKRON (5-13, 1-6): Hoy. 6-3-0—21; Bell. 1-1-0—3;
Hank. 4-2-0—14; Glover. 3-0—6; Croston. 2-1-0—7;'
Larson. 1-0—2; Tylec. 2-0—4; Bowles, 3-1-0—9; Yeager, 0-2—2; Cooper. 0-0—0; Martin. 1-0—2. TOTALS:
23-8-2—72.
BOWLING GREEN (5-14, 3-6): Miller. 7-3-6—29:
Smith. 7-4—18; Kahle. 1-4-0—14; Farmer. 0-6-0—18;
Wappes. 0-3-0—9; Jerome. 0-0—0; Adlington. 0-0—0;
Griech, 0-2—2; Stocz. 0-0—0; Hamilton. 0-0—0; j
Western. 1-2—4. TOTALS: 16-16-14—94.
Rebounds: UA 45 (Hank 8). BG 37 (Griech. Kahle
9); Fouls: UA 16. BG 8; Assists: BG 23 (Wappes II). i
UA (Hoy 6); Turnovers: UA 20, BG 16; Blocks: UA 3 I
(Hoy. Bell. Bowles). BG 1 (Kahle); Steals: BG 13 t
(Kahle 4). UA 9 (Larson. Glover 2); Attendance: 635.

Mid-American Conference Glance
Men's Basketball
Conference
All Games
W
W
L
East
Akron
Kent

BO

8
7
6
6
6
5
3

2
2
2
3
4
4

Miami,
Mai-hall
Ohio
Buffalo
West
1 Michigan 5
4
N. Illinois
W. Michigan 3
Ball St
3
Toledo
2
Cent. Mich.
1

7

14
15
14
10
14
12
5

5
3
4
7
5
9
14

4
5
5
6
7
8

11
9
7
11
8
4

7
9
10
7
12
14

Wednesday's Result.'
Ohio 64, Ball St. 53
Kent 82, Bowling Green 64
E. Michigan 68, Cent Michigan 57
Miami, Ohio i4. Marshall 58
Toledo 65, N. Illinois 61
Buffalo 63. W . Michigan 60
Saturday's G ames
Akron ai Bow ling Green
Buffalo at Ba ISt.
Toledo at Kent
E. Michigan a t N. Illinois
Marshall at Ohio
Miami. Ohio at W. M chigan

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX—Named Tommy Harper coach.
CLEVELAND INDIANS—Agreed lo terms with RHP
J.D. Brammer. RHP Jamie Brown. OF-INF Jolbert Cabrera.
OF Scott Morgan. OF Danny Peoples. OF Alex Ramirez.
RHP David Riske. OF David Roberts and RHP Martin Vargas on one-year contracts and LHP Alan Newman. RHP
Curtis King and RHP Steve Falteisk on minor-league contracts
NEW YORK YANKEES—Agreed to terms with RHP
Jason Grimsley on a one-year contract and OF Roberto
Kelly on a minor-league contract.
National League
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS—Agreed to terms with RHP
Matt Morris on a one-year contract.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS—Activated F Ryan Stack
from the injured list.
TORONTO RAPTORS—Activated G Dell Curry from
the injured list. Placed F Scan Marks on the injured list, or
C Matt Fish.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CLEVELAND BROWNS—Promoted offensive quality
control coach Tony Sparano to offensive line coach.
DENVER BRONCOS—Traded CB Tito Paul to the
Washington Redskins lor a seventh-round pick in the 2000
draft and a seventh-round pick in the 2001 draft.
GREEN BAY PACKERS—Named Ed Donatell defensive coordinator and Tom Rossley offensive coordinator.
NEW YORK JETS—Named Ken Whisenhunt tight
ends coach.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
PHILADELPHIA FLYERS—Acquired C Todd While
from the Chicago Blackhawks for a 2001 conditional draft
pick and assigned White to Philadelphia of the AHL.

Inconsistency has haunted Cavs this season
ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND
- Seeing the
I lavaJicrs play this season has been a
little like watching an old TV series
on Nick at Nile. The storyline and
dialogue are so familiar that after a
while, you remember how the
episode ends.
Many of Cleveland's first 41
games have followed similar scripts
— the Cavs open big early lead,
blow it. fail to rally and loseHowever, the Cavs tried a sur
prise linulc or, Tuesday night.
"This time, we won," said point
guard Brevin Knight.
Blowing big leads had become
routine. The Cavs lost 13 times
when leading by eight or more
points. It was the first time in 14

games this season when trailing
after three periods that Cleveland
had come back to win
Sure, they had to squander a 19point lead and twice come back
from an eight-point deficit in the
fourth quarter to do so, but with the
way things have been going lately,
the Cavs will lake it
"We were resilient." said Knight,
who missed his first four shots
before scoring 16 points in the final
9:08 of regulation and overtime.
"We lost the lead, but our problem
was »e have never been able lo get
it back. This time, we got it back and
we got the win."
Perhaps the biggest of the season
to date.
The victory not only snapped a
five-game losing streak, but it put a

little distance between the Cavs and
a dreadful 1-6 trip lo ihe West Coast.
The 12-day trek had closed with
rookie coach Randy Wittman ripping his team for lack of effort and
singling out a few players — Wes
Person most notably — he didn't
think were playing to their potential.
It's hard to say what the fallout
might have been had the Cavs lost
again.
"The difference was lhat we won
this one." Wittman said Wednesday.
"That's a positive in my eyes. We've
had many leads of 19 where we've
blown it. we haven't recovered from
it and it went into Cleveland's problem the past two years, not much has
gone right."
The team was counting on the
return of injured 7-foot-3 center

Zydrunas Ilgauskas. who broke his
left footjusl five games inlo last season. But Ilgauskas. who was planning to return to practice this week,
had surgery Wednesday and won't
be back until next season
Ilgauskas' absence leaves the
Cavs vulnerable to bigger learns and
has changed Shawn Kemp's role.
No longer a high-Hying forward.
Kemp spends most of his time planted in the low post. His game has suffered. He's shooting just 41 percent
from the floor, commitling loo many
turnovers and loo many silly fouls.
He hasn't made excuses and now
is not the time to start.
"We have to concentrate on making a run and pull together a little bit
now that we know the big fella is not
going lo come back." Kemp said.

from fcHg Uicg
Cowboys hire new head coach
IRVING, Texas — Dave Campo was hired Wednesday as head coach of Ihe Dallas Cowboys, a low-profile
guy taking on one of the highest-profile jobs in pro
sports.
Campo, the Cowboys' defensive coordinator since
1995. has been with the team since Jerry Jones bought it
in 1989. Campo is among the group of assistant coach
cs Jimmy Johnson brought with him from the University of Miami.
"I feel like I'm family in this organization." Campo
said.
He's only the fifth coach the Cowboys have ever had
— and the first three all won Super Bowls.
But Dallas hasn't been a contender for championships lately. The Cowboys have won only one playoff
game since the last title in 1995 and they're 24-24 in the
past three scasonp with two first-round playoff losses.
Campo has one thing in common with the previous
four Cowboys coaches: No NFL head coaching experience.
Indians sign lefty reliever Newman
CLEVELAND — The Indians continued to load up
on pitching help Wednesday, signing left-hander Alan
Newman to a minor league,contract and inviting the
reliever to spring training camp.
The 30-year-old Newman split last season between
the Tampa Bay Devil Rays and their Triple-A Durham
club.
Newman, who is 6-foot-6, went 10-0 with a 2.24
ERA in 50 relief outings at Durham, striking out 76 in 80
innings. With the Devil Rays, he was 2-2 with a 6.89
ERA in 18 outings.
The Indians also signed right-handers Curtis King
and Steve Falleisek to minor league deals.
King. 29. spent most of last season at Triple-A Memphis and appeared in two games for St. Louis.
Falleisek. 28. spent part of last year in Triple-A
Louisville and pitched in 10 games for Milwaukee.

Fedorov's goal helps
in Red Wings victory
ASSOCIATED PRESS

DETROIT — Sergei Fedorov
scored his first goal since Dec. 20
and Chris Osgood made 30 saves as
the Detroit Red Wings beat the
Toronto Maple Leafs 4-2 on
Wednesday night.
Pat Verbcck, Nicklas Lidstrom
and Kirk Mallby also scored for Ihe
Red Wings, who've won Iwo
straight after an 0-3-2 skid. The victory also snapped a four-game winless streak (0-3-1) against Toronto
and gave Detroit a 269-268-92 edge
in the series.

Maltby's goal, on a breakaway
with 4:15 remaining in Ihe ihird
period, was his first of the season.
He's missed most of the season after
hernia surgery in October.
Fedorov. who hadn't scored in his
last 11 games, gave Detroit a 3-1
lead in the second period. Fedorov
missed Detroit's last three games
because of a neck injury.
Osgood made close-range saves
on Bryan Berard and Sundin.
Curtis Joseph made 29 saves for
Toronto.

Find It In
The BG News!

Thanks for a great fall
semester...

Union ID Night- Get in
free with union ID.

MONDAYS
College Night- Get in free
with College ID.
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Amateur Night- Toledo s
Hottest at 10pm!
$100- $300 cash prizes!!

319 E. WoosterSt.
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTAL LINE:

354-2260
451 THURSTIN
Efficiencies for summer and
Aug. lo May. Assigned
Parking. Starts al $320.00.
517 E. REEP
One bedroom lor Aug. to
May. Starts at $390.00.
521 E. MERRY
Two bedrooms tor summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $500.00.
805 THURSTIN
Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $510.00.
140 1/2 MANVILLE
Two bedrooms. Above
garage. $520 00 plus
utilities. From Aug. to Aug.
150 1/2 MANVILLE
One bedroom upstairs.
$400 plus utilities. Limit 2
people. From May to May.
303 S. Summit
Four bedroom house $990
plus utilities. Limit 5 people.
From May to May.
Many other locations
available. A complete
listing is available at the
rental office.
Stop in, our friendly
staff will help you find
the perfect home for
next year!
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TOLEDO'S WILDEST
WEEKEND PARTY!
Two clubs- Two stages
Twice the fun!

P"

«.
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SATURDAYS

_Ji
Jfc.

Ekoostik
Hookah Concert

t

Couples Night- Bring in
your lady to party with
ours and pay no cover!

Check out our

IOVE
BOUTIQUE

135 S Byrno Rd Toledo 531 -0079

$$$$$$$$$$$$
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• PAY DAY LOANS

. MONEY ORDERS 5 <?
• CHECKS CASHED

EXPRESS
rTAX PLACE
•
•
•
•

ELECTRONIC FILING
FAST TAX REFUND
24 HOUR TAX PREPARATION
REFUND CHECKS CASHED

Ask Us About Our $50.00 FREE FEE LOAN
' *\*\ rf-V¥-T<
>.l)0 OrT

Electronic Filing
Fees w/vour BGSU
student I.D.

1068 N. Main Si.
Bowling Green

354-2300

Adopt-a-Family
'Seefciing Hewer

♦♦♦Rnd for attending
over 50 events!

Super Bowl is super cold for team
Temperatures were expected to

ASSOCIATED PRESS

ATLANTA — Hands shivering.
Chris Sanders carefully lifted the
steaming. Slyrofoam cup lo his lips.
"I don't even drink coffee." said

Indeed, this is the year they held
the Super Bowl in Atlanta — and the

in a short-sleeved T-shirt, then sat

and the Dome will be available the

rigidly at a table with his arms

following day if conditions worsen.

crossed, his hands clasping his bare

NFL spokesman Greg Aiello said.

elbows.

teams

arrived

The BG News
Classified Ads
372-6977
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The forecast called for possible
Perhaps trying to determine if

snow — that's right, snow.

Layman was frozen, a teammate
"It's just an unfortunate circumstance that no one has any control

Campus Events

asked. "Why aren't you wearing a

jacket'.'"

iiiiiiii»iiiii#####»#-""—"-iiiiiii

over." Aiello said. 'This is a very
Layman, slowly coming to life,

unusual weather pattern."

replied. "I thought this was inside."

Winter Olympics broke out.
The

Guard Jason layman showed up

climb above freezing on Thursday

the Tennessee Titans receiver, trying
futilely to get warm. "I am today."
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Wednesday, January 26. 20(K)

with a

Monday,

shortly after an ice storm paralyzed
much of the metro area. That was
followed by a jolt of unseasonably
cold weather — some 20 degrees
below normal for this time of year in
Atlanta.

Display Personal!!

Defensive tackle Kenny Holmes

team functions, so the tent was set

went shopping Tuesday after hear-

up in the parking lot. said Jim Stceg.

ing the weather forecast, purchasing

Add a photo or

vice president of special events. The

an

special artwork

NFL has used similar arrangements

pants. He was the first player to

for as low

at other — albeit warmer, much

arrive at the frigid tent and looked

as $15 or $20!U

warmer — cities in recent years.

downright toasty in his new duds.

insulated

coat

and

matching

Chinese New Year Party
{Year of the Dragon/
Place. St. Mark's Lutheran Church
(315 S College)
Time: 6:30pm. Feb 5. 2000 (Saturday)
Sponsor Chinese Student and Scholar
Association
Co-Sponsor: Chinese Club
(Authentic Chinese tood and
entertainment)
Ticket Sale 10 30am to2:00pm, Feb I, 2
(Tuesday and Wednesday) at
Off-Campus Student Center. Moseley
Hall (Ground Level)

—Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise'
5 Nights S2791 Includes Meals & Free
Parties! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
spnngbreaklravel.com 1-800-678-6386

Senior Portraits
Last Chance
Senior Portraits
You can't delay any longer Carl Wolf
Studio is now on campus taking senior
portraits lor the final time this year.
Portraits are taken in the yearbook office
in 28 West Hall (basement) trom 10am6pm daily. Portraits taken in dress clothes
and cap and gown, which the studio provides Call 372-8634 to schedule a sitting
Don't be left out ol the special 2000 Key
Yearbook!

Spice up

The Titans used up the ballroom

Travel

i

your Personal Ad

space within their hotel for other

Campus Events

DAFFODIL DAYS
DAFFODIL DAYS
Coming March 20th

Deadline 2 days

Making

matters

worse.

Ten-

nessee's media functions were held

day on the slopes. "I think I need to
Back

home, both

indoor practice

teams have

pick up another one."
Atlanta officials don't think the

Titans used theirs only twice this

26-degrcc morning, with a wind

season. Coach Jeff Fisher favors

frosty conditions will have a nega-

chill of minus 8.

working outside on grass and didn't

tive impact on the city's chances of

seem too concerned by the cold

playing host to another Super Bowl.

in here." Titans light end

weather.

"The game is inside. Most of the

Larry

events are inside. The hotels are

Brown said, huddled at a table with

Rams coach Dick Vermeil, on the

a hood covering his head "Oh. man.

other hand, said he preferred to prac-

inside,"

it's freezing."

tice inside, but was informed by the

spokesman for the Metro Atlanta

league that it wasn't a possibility at

Super Bowl XXXIV Host Commit-

the Georgia Dome.

tee. "The weather is not a factor

The St. Louis Rams were more
fortunate. They met with reporters in

"All they told us." he said, "is

ban hotel, prompting several players

there's 2,000 people decorating the

to show up in short-sleeved T-shirts.

dance floor."

tackle

Orlando

Bowl cities: 53 in Tampa. 64 in San

Titans quarterback Steve McNair.
vapor rolling off his lips with every

however, there was no room for pity.

word, wasn't looking forward to

Both teams,

practice outside, the Titans at Georcomplex

in

suburban

"I don't want to bash Atlanta."
Rams receiver Torn Holt said

"But

I would like to go somewhere where
it's nice and warm "

he outside." McNair said. "But it's
something we're going to have to
deal with."

Suwanee.

The Titans, whose home has been
Houston. Memphis and Nashville in
the past four years, weren't going to
let anything ruin their first Super

His teammates focused on get-

The only indoor facility in the

Diego

"If it's this cold. I don't want to

had to

gia Tech. the Rams at the Atlanta
Falcons'

spending the rest of the week on a
frozen practice field.

however,

Of course, it must be noted that
Wednesday in the next two Super

arrangements. This being the NFL.

cozy situation." Pace said.

Leish.

temperatures were much balmier

Spectacle over sport.

Pace

winced when told of the Titans

"I'm just happy we're in this

Adam

from our perspective."

a large ballroom within their subur-

All-Pro

said

Bowl.

ting warm. Good luck.

"We've been dealing with adver-

area is the Georgia Dome, site of

"I wish I had five jackets on. it's

sity, we've been dealing with all this

Sunday's game. But the arena was

so cold out here," said Sanders, \\ h»i

other junk for years." offensive line-

set aside Wednesday and Thursday

wore a flimsy jacket to the news

man

for rehearsing the prc-gamc and

conference in the tent. "It feels like
Alaska."

weather at the Super Bowl is cer-

halftime shows.

Brad

Hopkins

Stop in @ 204 West Hall
Call 372-6977

facilities, but the

temporary structure were futile on a

"I thought they would have heat

prior by 4:00pm.

said, looking like he was ready for a

will be brought in Thursday.

in a giant tent outside the team's luxury hotel. Attempts at heating the

"This is a must have." Holmes

Steeg said 12 additional heaters

said

for more information
IT'S BURSARABLEH
|l|||l|!!||l|#######**"*>MM|lll|l
5 on 5 Coed Soccer Tournament
Sponsored by
Sport Management Alliance
Proceeds benefit Dance Marathon
Sal Feb 5. 2000
S30 tee includes pizza, dnnks and prizes
For more Into and a registration form
Contact Scott at Kohls@bgnet bgsu.edu
ESTATE SALE
Tuesday, February 1, 2000 10am 6pm
Location: BGSU Union
Some of the many items available
for sate include:
Desks, Nightstands. Desk and Side
Chairs. Table and Floor Lamps, Bed
c
rames. Luggage Racks, Waste Cans.
Mirrors, Small and Large Dressers.
Cafeteria and Restaurant tables and
chairs, Televisions, File Cabinets.
Graphics light board, Fans, and
Restaurant equipment, such as mobile
refrigerated salad bars, ice cream
treezer chests, shelving, stainless steel
sinks, coffee makers, and other small and
targe pieces ol equipment
Terms: Bursar account. Cash or check
with ID. No goods removed until payment
made. Statements made sale day take
precedence over pnnted material.
SALES TAX WILL BE COLLECTED.
ALL ITEMS SOLD AS IS.
OWNER:
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
Inventory Management
For information, Contact
Materials Handling
(419)372-2121

Rush Info Nights Rush Alpha Phi Omega
Tuesday Jan. 25 Harshman-Chapman
Activity Room 8:15
Kreischer-Ashley Activity Room 9:00
Wednesday Jan 26 McDonald North
Lounge 8 15
Thursday Jan 27 Kohl From Lounge 7:00
If you have any questions contact
tamaraw@bgnet.bgsu edu
Senior Portraits
Schedule
On-Line
Last week for senior portraits and this is
the final session this year. Schedule your
sitting online at:
www.carlwolfstudio.com
Username: bowlinggreen2k
Password 0037
or call the yearbook office at 372-8634.
Portraits taken daily 10am-6pm in 28
West Hall S6 sifting fee can be bursared.
Want to see good bands come to BG?
UAO Concert Committee is looking lor
new spring members.
Come to the weekly meeting
Thursday. Jan 27, 7.30
in 210 South Hall

Travel
»1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas. Ftonda Best Prices
Guaranteed! Free Parties & Cover charges! Spaces limited, book now! All maior
credil cards accepted! 1-800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.com

Attention musicians Looking for experienced musicians to start a band Lead
guitar player: acoustic and electnc Bass
player, singer, female or male drummerbongo player. Senous mqumes only,
please Contact me at
JDoe58eexclte.com

Lost: Polaroid Digital Camera Reward if
found Call 372-4049

372-9355

m
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For More
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Information

'fib

372-7162

Personals

SPRING LEADERSHIP
WORKSHOP SERIES @ 7:50PM
TUESDAYS

by February 2nd at 5:00pm.

A

ATTENTION:
Student Teachers in Fall 2000 Semester
Required TB Skin Test (PPD)
Tuesday February 8th (Last names A-M)
Monday February 21st (Last names N-Z)
500-6:30pm
Student Health Service
Fee: $8.00
Bring your student ID

■j

at 210 South Hall and are due

°*

Services Offered

V#r£z

Applications can be picked up

_ l00
inrif)

SPRING BREAK 2000! Cancun, Jamaica, Florida. Call USA Spnng Break for a
free brochure, rates and ask how you can
GO FOR FREE! ASK ABOUT OUR
LAST MINUTE SPECIALS!! 1-888-7774642 www.usaspringbreak.com

TH£=z

Homecoming Director

.

•■'ACT NOW! LAST CHANCE TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR SPRING
BREAK! DISCOUNTS FOR 6 OR MORE'
SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN. JAMAICA,
BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO. FLORIDA &
MARDI GRAS. REPS. NEEDED..TRAVEL FREE 800-838-8203
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM

"Cold

For

Ho^o^^

SPRING BREAK 2O0O
(PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
S1«9 PFH PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE "FUN
PLACE"' HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KfcG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG. TIKI BEACH
BAR FNTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB. MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP. SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE.
1.800-488-8628
WWWSANDPIPERBEACON.COM

tainly not going to hinder us." ^^

UAO NEEDS YOU!

±- '

Roundtnp to Flonda, Buy one ticket,
Fnend rides tree Greyhound 352-2329

Are you worried about your weight?
New-Confidential Support Group
Take a Bite
and on the move for Health & Joy
will encourage healthy eating & exercise
and positive body image.
Every Wed 3 30pm Starting Jan. 26
Room 170 Wellness Connection

Lost/Found

WANTED

call-

•Spring Break Panama City $129' Boardwalk Room w/kitchen Next to Clubs! 7
parties-Free Dnnks! Daytona SI 49' South
Beach SI 59! Cocoa Beach $179!
spnngbreaktravel com 1 -800-678-6386.

^adersniP StVles

Spring 2000 Leadership workshop Series

T

TUESDAYS 7:30-9pm

yO

224 Olscamp
Office of Student Activities

a Unit of Student Life. Division of Student Affairs.
For questions, please call 372 2543, or visit 204 South Hall

page l(,

Thursday. January 27, 2000

The BG News
Personals
Confidential Eating Disorder Group
Women at all stages ol recovery
group support & encouragement
confidential interactive discussions.
Every Tuesday 7-8:30pm
Women's Canter, Hanna Hall 108
Student Health Service, Judy Miller
372-7425 lor more info.
DISNEY
Is coming to Campus!!!
Thursday. February 3
6-9pm 113 0.scampHall
Recruiting for Summer & Fall
Internships--For more details contact
Co-op & Internship Program
310 Student Services 372-2451

r*BT«J>BT<PB-r*B
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like
to congratulate Lori Neal on her pearling
to Steve McCloryl

r<PBT<DBT<PB-r<t>B
r*BT*BT*BT«B
The sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta would like
to congratulate Jen Clayton on her
pearling to Bill Mercer!

ri>BT<l>BT1>BTEB
r*BT*BT<t>BT*B
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like
to congratulate Kelly Fry on her pearling
to Mike McLane!

r<PBT<PB-ri>BT<&B
HEY BG MEN...
Would you like to be a facilitator for the
What men need to know about rape
program'' For more information, call
372-0470 or pick up an application in the
Wellness Connection at
170 Health Center
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: JAN. 31CO-REC WALLYBALL; FEB. 1-MEN'S,
WOMEN'S AND CO-REC CURLING:
FEB. 2-MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SINGLES
RACQUETBALL. IF HAND-DELIVERING,
DUE BY 3PM IN 130 PFH. IF SENDING
ELECTRONICALLY, DUE BY 12 NOON.
KA AZ KA AZ KA
The women of Kappa Delia wish the best
of luck to Delta Zela in their recolonization
KA AZ KA AZ KA
KA Kappa Delta KA
Congratulations to sister Melinda Nenning
on her pearling to Vince Campbell. We're
so happy for you!
KA Kappa Delta KA

w

No Union? ^
Cosmos

Is The Answer!

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

KKG KKG KKG
Congratulations to our sister of the week.
We love you" Jayme Mayer.
KKG KKG KKG

MEN! MEN! MEN!
Are you interested in becoming a
presenter to other men on issues of
sexual assault7
Call 372-0470 or pick up an application in
the Wellness Connection at
170 Health Center!

Want to start a real career? Strong,
business-minded sludents shouldn't settle
for dull, underpaying jobs. Be a part of
something big and earn plenty of money
along the way We are a Toledo-based,
internet slartup company, looking for
highly motivated business & marketing
students This is a part-time opportunity
and has numerous advancemenl opportunities. This is Ihe perfeel opportunity to
finish college and secure a full time job
upon graduation. What are you waiting
(or? To apply, email:
sales@communityisp.net today!

KKG'DZ'KKG
Best of luck to the sisters of Delta Zeta on
your recolonization. The ladies of KKG
support you.
KKG-DZ-KKG
Senior Portraits
Last Chance
Senior Portraits
You can't delay any longer. Carl Wolf
Studio is now on campus taking senior
portraits for the final time this year.
Portraits are taken in the yearbook office
in 28 West Hall (basement) from 10am6pm daily. Portraits taken in dress clothes
and cap and gown, which the studio provides. Call 372-8634 to schedule a sitting.
Don't be left out of the special 2000 Key
Yearbook!
Senior Portraits
Schedule
On-Llne
Last week for senior portraits and this is
the final session this year Schedule your
sitting online at:
www.carlwolfstudio.com
Username: bowlinggreen2k
Password: 0037
or call the yearbook office at 372-8634.
Portraits taken daily 10am-6pm in 28
West Hall $6 sitting fee can be bursared
LAI'
Come Join the ladies of
ilAT
Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.
for an informational on Sun Jan. 30th
at 7pm in the Olscamp 1st floor lobby
Any ?'s contact Tasha Q 2-1679.
Turning Points
An informal discussion group about
eating disorders, weight issues, and
normal eating. Beginning Wed., Feb. 16
3:30-5:00pm for 7 sessions.
To register call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by Counseling Center
and Student Health Service
Unlimited tanning
S25 for 1 monlh
$45 for 2 months (new bulbs)
WERE LOOKING FOR A FEW
GOOD MEN...
to serve as facilitators for the
What men need to know about rape
program. This unique program is
facilitated BY men FOR men and
discusses issues of sexual assault and
rape. EDUCATE your peers and help
make your campus a better place! For
more information, call 372-0470 or stop
by the Wellness Conneclion to pick up an
application at t70 Health Center
Worned about pregnancy??
Froe Pregnancy Tests. Confidential and

Caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
Wanted

S

*S

Till

...ForStudylriD
Midnight
...Being With Friends
...Healthy Food
...Hot Soup & Drinks
ALSO; Salads, Sandwiches, and Owens

354-JAVA
126E.Wooster<

1 subleaser needed May to August.
$207/month . gas and electric. 2 BR. 1
1/2 bath, spacious 372-3575 Racheal
1-2 I. subls's needed No sec. dep. Furn.
2 bdrm. apt S275 mo. per person plus
gas & elec 610 2nd St. »D Avail, immed.
Lease Aug 2000 Kim at 353-8259.
Female subleaser needed ASAP
Own room, close to campus, modem
apartment, only $243/mth . 1/3 utilities
Call Enn or Jill 354-8607, il no answer call
Elizabeth 354-6055.
Roommate needed, own bedroom & bath,
spacious. Call 354-8513.

nB<t>

SUPER
BOWL
SPECIALS

nBO [m<t> IB<|)

Congratulations

Megan
Moroney

3

on your
lavaliering

LARGE
1-ITEM
PIZZAS

Dufala

2250
ADDITIONAL
PIZZAS
7.50 EACH
Free Delivery

352-5166
Coupon No ttfCtJttl
0p»nV»MllCIT»A(4prTt,
Cptn For Luncn
Fn . Sat . Sun.

<t>K

<PK

<PKT <I)KT

EXPRESS
AX PLACE

ATTENTION BGSU
Receive $5.00 off
electronic filing fees with
your B.G.S.U. student I.D. ar
Fast Cash / Express tax place

pgjsgpelkvs

Money Order 5<t

AC'S Most Award Winning Pizza

NEXT TO KROGER PLAZA

Good At All Participating locations

Subleaser wanted. 2 bedroom, spacious
apartment. Off road parking. Call 3546036 for info

Help Wanted
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains. PA
Lohikan, 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com.
Are you connected? Internet users wanted. $500-S1500/week 888-800-6339 ext
1149, leave email address.
Dancers wanted - Toledo's newest club
Part-lime and Full-time
No exp. necessary, will train
419-476-6640
Do you enjoy working with kids and
sharing your faith? Trinity U.M.C. is
seeking collegiate assistants for our
mid-week Bible Club on Wednesdays.
A book scholarship is available. This is
great for education majors who need
contact hours with kids. For an application, call Cara at 353-9031 or e-mail
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overlime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is S5.30 per hour with an automatic S.25 per hour increase to S5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company These are unskilled |Obs involving assembling and packaging ol small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Fnday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC.. 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.
Hiring immediately for third shift, full &
part time, insurance benelits, commission
Apply @ BP on Woosler.
Lawn Specialists
Tru Green Chemlawn is looking lo add a
lev/ good specialists lo our team Please
call Jeff Utz 6 874-3575 or come in and
apply at Tru Green Chemlawn 12401
Eckel Rd., Perrysburg, OH.
Lifeguards and beach Vendors
Needed in
North Myrtle Beach
For the Summer Season
Will irain, no experience
necessary! Fill out an application at
www.nsbslileguards com
Or call (843I-272-3259
Local printer looking for pi lime help in
computer graphics. Adobe illustrator,
Quark. Mac Operating System. Flexible
times during business hrs. 8am-4:30pm.
Mon-Fn. Contact Cynthia @ 354-8717.
Notetaker
Get smart(er) by getting paid lo take
notes in class. Versity.com is now hiring
notetakers lor more than fifty ol next semesters classes Earn S8 SK/class Apply online @ www.versily.com
Persons needed Thursdays 4-8pm and
will continue lor extended SUMMER
hours to work with autistic child in Oregon
home. Call 419-693-7869.
The Northwest Community Corrections
Center is accepting applications for Part
time cooks for weekends (may include
some weekdays). S7.47 per hour. For
more information, please contact NWCCC
at 1740 E. Gypsy Lane Rd. Bowling
Green, Ohio 43402, or call 419/354-7444.
EOE.
Telephone interviewing. NO SALES. Relaxed atmosphere, flexible scheduling. In
Perrysbuig. 8 '4-5842.
Toledo's newest upscale
Japanese Restaurant Yoko, is looking
for highly motivated, energetic staff for its
grand opening All positions. Kitchen stall.
host/hostess, bussers, call lor interview
872-5586

For Sale
1986 Mercury Cougar, V-8 302. PS. PW,
PL. Sunroof, New cooper tires and
brakes 143,000 miles. Call 353-2506.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police tmpounds. For listings/payment details call
1-800-319-3323 ext 4558
Solid Oak Loft
Durable & dependable, bed side tray,
bed level adjustable in height.
S100, Call 353-4620.
Used Macintosh Performa6110, CD,
Power PC, complete w/color stylewnlor
printer 2400. CD's S ethemet card $300
Obo. 372-5549

For Rent
"Houses. Apis , Rooms 0001 S.V."
Houses; 916 3rd St., 6 bed-new carpet
307 1/2 E Reed-3BR, washer/dryer
211 E. Reed. Up or Down-New Carpet
326 Leroy Up or Down
321 E. Merry niD-New Flooring
Apartments; 311-316 E Merry. 2-Bed
AND MORE Call 353-0325 9-9.
Listings 24 hrs. 316 E Merry *3
1.2,3 Bedroom Apts
From only
S425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
3-4 sublsrs. needed for house less than 2
blocks from campus May 7-Aug 15
S800/mo Call 353-2402.
4 bdrm.. 1 bath hse. 516 E. Reed, avail
Aug. 16. 12 mo lease. Hse in good shape
w/ nice bkyard, carpeted, off-street pkg..
unfurn. except for refrig. & stove, no dogs
allowed 419-885-8307, leave message
lor Steve.
Apts. for 2000-2001 school year
1 to 3 person - 12 mo. leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St. gdhoveweftet org 354-9740
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing
1 bdrm starts S395 & elec/free heat.
2 bdrm starts S545 & elec/free heat.
W/D tacit, AC, parking/walk-in closet.
furn./unfum. renovated, quiet. No pets
Houses for rent: All 12 month leases, tenants pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
730 Elm--2 BR. $475/mo. avail. May 1
316 Ridge|Front)--2 BR. $600
avail. May 23
217 S. College-3 BR, $630 avail May 23
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
after 5:00pm.
Houses, 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454
Now leasing for summer S fall.
601 3rd St., 704 5th St., 710 7th St.
Call 352-3445
One room w/kilchenetle lor 1 female
(shared bath). $220. util incl., furnished.
E Reed St. 352-1968.
Single apt., 1 bdrm , bathroom, living
room & kitchen for spring and/or summer.
352-4651.
Subleasers needed 2 BR-1 1/2 bath, furnished. 841 8th SI. May lOth-Aug. 12.
$415/mo -. deposit. Call 372-2924.

NOW OPEN!
Towers
West Restaurant
entrance located on west side of
McDonald Dining Center
MONDAY - FRIDAY
Lunch lluSOajn. - L30p.m.
Dinner 5:00p.m. - 7:00p.m.
Featuring:

Daily Specials
Table aide Service
Salad bar
Selected menu items
from Pheasant Boom

for Lunch Reservations call 372-8075
Caah, Debit Dining Select, BIG CHARGE. Department Charajea, Vie*,
Ma.aterca.rd, and Golden Buckeye discount Accepted

1068 N. MAIN ST.
354-2300

NEED A CUP OF COFFEE?

peepers Coffee Qhop
& SnacK Cgar
Located in Founders
Monday - Thursday
7:00a.m. - Midnight
Friday
7:00a.m. - 3:00p.m.
Saturday
closed
Sunday

1628 E. Waster-Bowling Green » 354-2535
Across from Ibe HGSl Stadium

. ^ -- -:*..-_

7:00p.m. - Midnight

Featuring "Grounds for Thought" Coffee
Kspreuo
(apoucino
Lane
Variety of Baked Goods including
Homemade ( ntlu-taWi
Grab n' Go wrapped Sandwiches & Salads
Grillto-Urder and much more!

